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One Section

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Today
Twelve Pages

Member of Associated Press

Re-RegistratioffProcess
Lagging In Calloway Co.

Newsprint Shortage Forcing
Papers To Cut Back Features
A worsening shortage of
newsprint has forced newspapers across the country to
drop regular features such as
comics, limit advertising, reduce news space, trim press
runs and even suspend publication some days.
The shortage has been aggravated by continuing strikes at

some major paperrnaking mills
in Canada and a Canadian railroad strike that began last
week. About 65 per cent of all
newsprint used in the United
States comes from Canada.
In Ottawa, Prime Minister
Pierre Ethott Trudeau said
Monday night that Parliament
would be recalled to end the
rail strike because ''we cannot
live with such disruptions any
longer."
Newspapers hardest hit by
the shortage have been smaller
dailies without long-term contracts with paper manufacturers. However, some of the
nation's largest papers are beginning to feel the pinch.
The Wall Street Journal an-"When the press is free and nounced on Monday that cerevery man able to read, all is
safe."...Thomas Jefferson
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Here is what Mr. Webster
says about the editorial we:
"used by editors and other
writers to keep an impersonal
character or to avoid the
egotistical sound of a repeated
I."
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We peered through the
windows of Qyde Roberts new
home and it is very attractive.
And so is the new home that
Woodrow Rickman is building
there on Melrose just east of
Russell Dowdy. We walked
through the latter house which
is built on a slab. Has three
bedrooms and is suprisingly
roomy.
With school starting once
more jobs are needed by
Distributive Education
students. Mrs. Vickie Shell is
the one to contact at the
Vocational School on Doran
Road.
Sitting out on the patio Sunday afternoon and all of a
sudden we heard a big "splat".
We looked down and a tree frog
had jumped from the roof of the
house onto the patio. We thought
that he had done himself in for a
while. Pulled a chair over to
shade him and poured a little
water around him to cool off the
surface and just let him sit
(See Seca 81 Heard, Page 12)

tain features would be curtailed
or suspended and a "strict limit" was being placed on the
amount of advertising that
could be accepted.
The Financial Daily, with a
circulation of 1.3 million, also
said it was limiting newsstand
sales and suspending all circulation sales promotion activity.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer,
in an attempt to conserve
dwindling stocks of regular
newsprint, today published
some editions with two of its
four sections printed on pink
paper that had been left over
from recent holiday issues.
The Chicago Daily News has
cut down space for news coverage by a page,..while the Chi(See Newsprint, Page 12) •

REREGISTRATION
AS OF JULY 31
1,200 000
ESTIMATED
ELIGIBLE
VOTERS

Rev. Jobs M.Mart

Rev. John Ahart
Serving, Pastor
Salem Church

Earthquake Kills Two
South of Mexico City
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A gerous.
"The Church.of Our Lady of
strong earthquake centered
Perpetual Help in the center of
d
damage
City
Mexico
of
south
town collapsed," Limon reporthomes and churches and killed
"We have had many calls."
ed.
two persons in the nearby city
Limon said another church.
Red
early
today,
Puebla
of
in the village of Tonazintla near
Cross reports said.
Puebla, had also suffered
The predawn tremor shook serious damage.
Mexico City hard enough to
"The earthquake was strong
send tourists and residents into
I don't remember another
here.
the streets in nightclothes.
one as strong."
The Red Cross in Puebla,
There were no reports of
about 75 miles southeast of the
damage or injuries in
serious
capital, had reports of 18 inCity. But several hunMexico
juries in addition to two deaths.
tourists, most of them
dred
many
said
officer
But the duty
Americans, fled into the streets
ambulances were still out and
afterward stood in front of
and
had not yet filed reports.
hotels or sat on the curb at the
the
of
Limon
Sgt. Rafael
U.S. Embassy awaitng word on
Puebla Fire Department said
safety of their lodgings.
the
five homes and two churches in
The quake knocked out powreportwere
Puebla
and around
er, however, in parts of the
ed destroyed or badly damcapital and police reported hunaged.
dreds of calls from frightened
The earthquake, measured in citizens.
Mexico City at 5.5 on the openEarthquakes and tremors are
ended Richter scale, hit mo- not unusual in the Mexican capments before 4 a.m. local time ital. In 1957 a quake measuring
( 6 a.m. EDT). The seismology 7.0 on the Richter scale caused
station reported it was centered widespread damage and sevabout 129 miles south of here eral deaths. Another lighter
near the Puebla-Oaxaca state quake in 1968 caused one death.
line.
Seismologists say they record
Quakes reading 4.5 and up more than 2,000 tremors a year
are considered potentially dan- in Mexico City.

One Killed, Seven Injured
In Carnival Ride Collapse Monday
UNION CITY, Tenn. (AP) —
One youth was killed and seven
other children were injured
when a ride collapsed during
Monday's opening night of the
Obion_County Fair.
Deputies identified the dead
child as Keith Connell, 13, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Connell of Union City.
Officers said he was trapped
beneath a steel beam when sections of a ride known as "the
spider" began falling to the
ground.
A witness described the ride
as a spoked-shaped circular apparatus with passenger cars at
the end of the spokes. The cars
sweep up and down as they go
around.
Deputies said a bolt holding
one of the spokes apparently
came loose, allowing the spoke
to plow into the ground. Other
cars in orbit behind swept into
the wreckage of the first gondola and the entire ride began

disintegrating iri(e a tangle of
steel, officers said.
In some cases, rescue workers spent 30 minutes with torches and bars before youngsters were freed, officers said.
Fair officials said there were
an estimated 10,000 persons in
attendance, including Lt. Gov,
John Wilder and other officials
who were at a dignitaries' banquet when the sound of the
crash occurred.
The most seriously injured
child was believed to be Jacqueline "Lee" Pendergrass, 12,
daughter of Union City Police
Chief Charles Pendergrass.
Hospital officials said she suffered a fractured neck arid other injuries and was transferred
to a Memphis hospital.
Steve Oliver, 13, son of Howard Oliver, was listed in criti-

The Weather
.----wkahrerainen

JACKSON PURCHASE
Tonight fair and warm, low
in the low 70s. Wednesday partly cloudy, hot and humid with
slight chance of showers in the
late afternoon, high in the low
90s.
Kentucky extended outlook
(Thursday through Saturday)
Partly cloudy hot and humid
days and fair and warm nights
Thursday and Friday. Chance
of athwidershower Friday and
cooler Saturday. Highs Thursday and Friday from 86 to 92.
Lows Thursday and Friday 67
to 73. Highs Saturday 88 to 8i3
Low Saturday 65 to 69.
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cal condition in a Union City
hospital with a possible fractured spine. Also in critical
condition in Union city. was
James Griffin, 13, son of Thomas Griffin of Union City. The
youth received
(See One Killed, Page 12)

Rev. John M. Mart has begun
his work as minister of the
Salem Baptist Church, located
north of Lynn Grove on Highway 893. His pastorate started
on Sunday, August 19.
The new pastor succeeds Rev.
James Beane who is now pastor
at Cottage Grove, Term.
Rob. Ahart has served as
pastor of Spring Hill Belida
Chruch at Clinton, Friendship
Baptist Church at Smithland,
and Wingo Baptist Church at
Wingo. He has served as a
trustee to the Mid-Continent
Baptist Bible College, resigned
as moderator of the Graves
County Baptist Association to
accept the pastorate at Salem,
and served as president of the
Peoria Baptist Association,
Peoria, III.
A native of Trigg County,
Rev. Ahart reCeived his
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield, and is
currently working on a
Bachelor of Theology degree.
He is a graduate of the National
Radio Institute of Washington,
D. C., and received his certificate of completion from the
Navigators Memory Course,
Denver, Colo.
The new minister served with
the Infantry and Military Police
of the U. S. Army in Europe
during World War II and with
the U.S. Engineers during the
Korean War.
Rev. Ahart and his wife,
Gladys Murl, have two
Mrs, Dennis
daughters,
(Lavana Fay) Potter of Luke
and Miss Beverly Selene Ahart,
seventh grade student at Lynn
Grove School, and one son,
Johnnie Steven Ahart, senior at
Calloway County High School.

LONG WAY TO GO—A
July 31 computer printout
showed 684,427 voters
registered out of a total
number estimated at 1.2
million. During July,
179,424 reregistered. and
by mid,-August the total
figure had increased to
684,427
some 800,000, according to
TOTAL
Secretary of State Thelma
REGISTERED
Stovall. Unless the pace
AS
quickens in the final month,
OF
there will be approximately
- 100000 Kentuckian& not.
JUL"'L.33- •
eligible to vote in the
November election
Reregistration is scheduled
to close September 24.

Nixon Discloses Secret
Partners In Investment

Study Course Will
Be Held At United
Ca-Input-Ministry

SAN ('LEMENTE, Calif.
President Nixon has
AP)
disclosed that his two closest
C. G. "13ebe" Rebozo
and industrialist Robert if Abplanalp. were secret partners
an investment firm that
bought the bulk of his San Clemente property in December
1970.
The White House said on
Monday that Nixon had ordered
release of a detailed independent audit to dispel "false allegations that campaign funds
had been used to acquire the

San Clemente property."
And the White House said the
President and Mrs Nixon originally bought their $1 5 million
estate in 1969 with their own
funds, loans from banks and
eight per cent interest loans
from their wealthy, longtime
friend; Abplanalp.
"The President had to borrow
money, pay interest at current
rates and, similar to most
Americans, still owes money on
his/properties, as we all do—all
of us who own property," said
(See Nixon, Page 12)

Skylab 3 Launch May Be Close
To End Of Skylab 2's Mission
SPACE CENTER, Houston
)AP) — The Skylab 3 astronauts may be launched before
or shortly after the end of the
present Skylab 2 mission if
some systems in the orbiting
laboratory deteriorate.
But Gerald P. Carr. who
commands the third and last
Skylab crew, said Monday he

Memorial Services
At Union Ridge
Memorial services for the
Union Ridge United Methodist
and Baptist Churches will be
held on Sunday,September 2, at
the Union Ridge United
Methodist Church.
Rev. Wright Pillow will be the
speaker at the worship services
at eleven a.ni.-A basket binds
will he served at noon and a
gospel singing will be held In the
afternoon
Persons interested in the
upkeep of the Union Ridge
Cemetery are urged to attend, a
church spokesman said.

hopes that won't be the case
and that his flight will start
Nov 9 as planned.
Skylab 2 astronauts Alan L.
Bean, Dr. Owen K. Garriott
and Jack R. Lousma today
scheduled medical and solar astronomy experiments on the
32nd day of their 59-day space
voyage.
If all continues to go well,

Rock Festival In
Tennessee Cancelled
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.( AP)
— Promoters of a Southeast
Tennessee rock festival bowed
Monday to public and official
opposition and called off the
event.
A_spokesmen for the pro!rioters issued a plea Tor yoUng
people not to converge on Tenessee on Labor Day weekend
for the thwarted "Monster
Peace Jubilee and Music Festival."
A free festival planned for
the same weekend, after the
original one was halted by the
courts, also was cancelled.

A study course on the "Life
and Teachings of Jesus," will
begin Tuesday, September 11. ,
and conclude on December 11.
Sessions will begin at 7:00 and
conclude at 9:30 each Tuesday
evening, at the United Campus
Suit Filed Against
SPACE CENTER, Houston Ministry.
the
to
nt
open
Preside
study,
late
This
Bible
The
—
(AP)
Over Hair Length
Lyndon B. Johnson has been public,is being presented by the UPS
honored as a leader in bringing staff of the United Campus
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
Ministry, 202 North 15th Street.
Americans into the space age.
has been filed by 72 men
suit
The nerve center of Amer- The study will concentrate on against the United Parcel Servvarious
m
the Gospel of Mark and
ica's manned space progra
ice here and it contends the
was dedicated as the Lyndon B. portions of Matthew and Luke. company regulates the length
will
cere$5.00
in
of
fee
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ation
Registr
Johnson Space
of their hair but not that of re;
monies Monday marking the cover all costs, including a copy male employes.
65th anniversary of Johnson's of the "Jerusalem Bible New
In the sex discrimination suit,
Testament." For further inbirth.
rs Local 89 was named
Teamste
in
formation phone the United
Earlier at the 113J Library
endant because it
co--def
as
Austin, Johnson's widow, Lady Campus Ministry, 753-3565
United Parcel
with
ed
concurr
Bird, and her two daughters
ng current grooming
enforci
in
smiled and wept as the Lyndon
plaintiffs
standards, the
B. Johnson commemorative
"Family Frolic" for all
charged.
stage
the
on
Woodmen Families here will be stamp was issued
The suit also charges that the
t made
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men received letters telling
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A
—
(AP)
y.
ORO,i(
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center
At the space
hair
Thursday, August 30, at 6:30
regulations regarding
tion, Dr. James C. Fletcher, two and a half year old Owens- length, they would be subject to
p.m.
Ray.
Christopher
l
This special occasion will be administrator of the Nationa boro child,
of his discipline that could lead to disSorority, Aeronautics and Space Admin- was found dead in front
Rangers,
for
missal.
"a
home Monday
Johnson
Rangerettes, Grove, Court, and istration, called
"The hair regulations and
Deputy CoroCounty
of
t
Daviess
conques
man's
in
r
crusade
local
Camp, according to
child other grooming standards are
the
said
l
Han
Alan
ner
space."
Woodmen officials.
He arbitrarily imposed and do not
"No other person did more to was found by his mother
Meat, drinks, and bread for
constitute a bone fide occupaapparand the world explained the child had
the supper will be furnished. move America
tional qualification nor do they
family
the
into
than
crawled
age
ently
space
the
Each family is requested to rapidly into
bear any reasonable relationthen
and
dbor
the
Flet,"
car and shut
bring one dish for each adult in Lyndon Baines Johnson
to job performance,"said
ship
suffocated.
cher said.
their family.
the U.S: toistrict Court suit.
T.
winthe
all
E.
that
added
Hari
General
Postmaster
Entertainment
A pertruument injunction was
souvenir dows in the car were sliWirih4h
provided by the Camp, Cdurt, Klassen presented
to keep United Parcel
sought
youth
sheets of the stamp in black al- the child was found. The
Grove, and Sorority.
an from enforcing grooming standhalf
about
to
dead
been
gold
had
with
ed
All Woodmen and their bums emboss
threatening the
daughters hour when he was found. Harl ards and from
families are invited, officials Mrs. Johnson, her
l,
dismissa
with
men
added
and their husbands.
said.

Houston Center
Named for LBJ

By DAVID HILL
Ledger It Times Staff Writer
Approximately 7,500 of the
14,000 registered voters in
Calloway County have reregistered so far, according to
Marvin Harris, county court
clerk.
Every voter in Kentucky
must re-register to vote in order
to be able to cast his ballot in the
November general election.
Voters have until September 24
to re-register.
"After September 24, if a
person has not re-registered,
there is absolutely no way he
can vote in the November
election," Harris said.
Re-registration of all Kentucky voters was ordered by the
1972 Kentucky legislature.
Computerization of the voter
lists has virtually eliminated
the purging problem—since
changes such as death, failure
to vote, and changes of address
will automatically kick out the
disqualified voter when the
proper time arrives. The only
reports that Wilk need to be
made to keep the registers
updated will be name changes
or address changes within a
county, and re-registration
when changing counties.
The computer lists will be
provided, precinct by precinct,
to each clerk prior to each
election. For the first time, a
complete record of all Kentucky
voters will be on file at the State

Board of Elections office.
Harris said that several
drives are underway to encourage voters to re-register.
He noted that a table is set up on
the Murray State campus this
week to re-register voters, with
the main emphasis on encouraging faculty members to
re-register.
"We'll do anything to get
these people re-registered,"
Harris said. "We don't want to
have them ( the voters) lined up
In late September like they do
for car license Plates. If they-all
wait to the last minute, there
may not be time to re-register
everyone."
Harris added that, if
necessary, the clerk's office
could remain open on Saturdays, but the local clerk hoped
that that would not be
necessary.
Statewide, if 're-registration
continues at its current pace,
some 100,000 voters in Kentucky
may be ineligible to cast a ballot
irt the November _ general
election.
As of July 31, the computer
showed only 684,427 Kentucky
voters on the rolls. Secretary of
State Thelma Stovall has
(See Re-Registeration, Page 12)

Two Persons
Injured In
Accidents

Two persons were injured in
separate accidents Monday
afternoon, according to inby the
vegtigation reports
Murray City Police.
At 12:10 p.m. Monday. cars
they will detach their Apollo driven by John D. Baxter, of
ferry ship and return to earth Ellendale Tenn., and Clayton
Sept. 25.
Pritchard, Route One, were
Because of battery, refrig- involved in a collision at the
eration and other problems, Intersection of 12th and Johnmission control might not want son, according to police.
to leave the station unmanned
Police reports said Baxter
for more than six weeks before received an injury to the head
launching the Carr crew
in the accident.
None of the problems is
Investigating officers said the
serious, but there is concern Baxter car was headed north on
that they could worsen if not 12th and the Pritchard car was
attended by man
headed south on 12th, making a
Flying with Carr will be Dr left turn, when the accident
Edward E. Gibson and William occurred. Damage to the
R. Pogue.
Baxter car was to the left front,
Gibson, a solar physicist, and damage to the Pritchard
hopes there is no early launch car was to the right front.
because the main reason for
Danny R. Pitt, 21, Route Two
sending Skylab 3 up' in Novem- Benton, was injured in a
ber is to observe and photo- motorcycle accident at 6:36
graph the comet Kohoutek, p.m. Monday on Broach Ave.,
which some scientists are call- according to police.
--- ing the "comet of the century."
Officials of the Murray._ _
Kohoutek will flash into view Calloway County Hospital, said.
In mid-November,vhip around that Pitt was treatad -and
the sun in December and speed released for lacerations and
back into the depths of space. abrasions of the foot.
At its closest approach to the
Damage to the cycle was to
sun. about 13 million miles, as- the rear and left side, according
tronomers feel it will be 50 to police, who said the cycle
times brighter than Halley's was headed south on Broach at
comet, which dazzled the world the time of the accident.
in 1910.

Suspected Terrorist Found In
British House of Commons Today

Family Night Will
Be Held Thursday

Owensboro Child
Suffocates In Car

beLONDON (AP) — Police chamber. But some experts
sealed off the chamber of the lieved tin foil lining in the pack
House of Commons today after could have activated the deteca suspected terrorist bomb was tor.
Some of the bombs planted in
discovered in the building.
London, hit by 30 explosive London have been hidden in
devices in the last 10 days, was cigarette packs These were insuffering a bad case of the jit- cendiary devices and few igters and the city was on a tense nited
Police took no chances and
bomb alert.
Scotland Yard reported 360 halted all tours of the building.
calls in five hours for help to Parliament is currently in redeal with suspicious-looking cess, and no legislators were
packages — more than one call believed to be in the Commons,
a minute. By noon, an esti- the lower house of the British
mated 30 calls had been elimi- Parliament.
No general alert or evacnated as false alarms.
Police, who believe the uation was ordered for the cenbombs are the work of the Irish turies-old building, long considRepublican Army which is ered a prime target for terrorfighting to drive Britain from ist bombers
The rash of bombs a Britain
Northern Ireland, warned more
spread to the British Embassy
bbrnbs were expected.
First reports of the Parlia- in Paris-t. dayafter hitting the
ment find indicated the sus- Washington embassy Monday.
The Foreign Office said a
pected cigarette pack bomb
a
was spotted by a bomb-detect- bomb had been delivered to
EmbasBritish
the
the
of
near
member
lobby
a
in
device
ing

sy staff in the French capital.
In Paris the embassy said the
device was a letter bomb
mailed in Britain and had been
turned over to French police. It
was intercepted before it could
explode and no damage was
caused.
As bomb reports continued ti,
increase, British Prime Minister Edward Heath flew to
Northern Ireland for talks with
political and community leaders. He was met at the Royal
Air Force base near Belfast by
Northern Ireland administrator
William Whitelaw.
In I kndon big notices and police loudspeaker messages
warned office workers as soon
as they stepped off their trains
that they could be the target
.
for guerrilla
Police announced through
—s and television - that
neiiirwifier
any.of millions of items of mail
accumulated over the long BritSee Terrorist, Page 112)
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Showers Held
Sheila Latimer
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Two other prenupti
held in honor of M
Latimer, beide-elect
Dever, were a
shower and a bridal
Mrs. Janet Elkins
Diana Farley were
for the bridal shower 1
new home of the futur
Poplar Street.
Refreshments o
sandwiches, mints,
Cokes were serve*
persons were presto
gifts.
Mrs. Bette East,
Mrs. Mary Day
hostesses for the
shower held at the D
in MadLsonville.
Game prizes wer
Mrs. Janet Day .
W
Frances
Refreshements of c
mints, and punch we
Present and sending
thirty persons.
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

There's one 'consolation in these inflationary
times: Even the Joneses are having trouble keeping
up with themselves.—Altus (Okla.) TimesDemocrat.

It seems to us fundamental decency that a person
be informed when his conversation is being taped.
But we find a lot of people can't understand the
present controversy about the White House tapes.
They confuse the problem with one that Washington
hasalways had with tape4hey:0)4nd. And that kind
of tape never "self-destructs."—Atlanta (Ga.)

Coach Ty Holland spoke on the 1963 football team
of Murray High School at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Janet Like of Kirksey has been selected ts) attend
national convention of the Kappa Omicron Phi,
national professional home economics fraternity, at
Springfield, Ill., August 28 to 31. She is a member of
the Alpha Sigma Chapter at Murray State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hawes are attending the
Illinois State Fair at Duquoin, Ill.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Donovan's
Reef" starring John Wayne.

Electric power interruptions will be in Murray on
August 30 after midnight because of the changeover
from the present TVA substation to three new
substations that are now complete.
James N. Coursey of Almo has been promoted to
Airman First Class while serving with the 366th
Engineer Aviation Battalion, Fifth Air Force,
Korea.
Eugene Geurine, owner of Geurin Concrete
Products, is the firsOactive member from Murray of
the Associated Gefieral Contractors of America.
Dr. C. S. Lowry spoke on the "Fiscal and Foreign
Policy of the Republican Administration" at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.

: And Nathan said to the king, Go, do all that is in
thine heart; for the Lord is with thee.—II Samuel
Jesus has assured us that when we undertake to
do God's will that God is with us.

—
------ -by Cart KIRA% Jr.
of a
possibility
An eminent psychiatrist sees the
if
marriage
in
tensions
traditional,
lessening of the
busbands and wives would see each other Gray on
Weekends. The trouble. with that idea is twofold-it
..wouldsost too much to maintain separate housing
and there is no such thing as a no-fault,no arguthient,
'weekend.
"Quarrels would not last long if
the fault was only on one side."
—LaRochefoucald, 1665

Finance Study To Be Discussed
On KET Program On August 30
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY—Kentucky's
educational finance study will
be discussed on the state public
television network Thursday,
Agust 30, at 6:00 p.m. (CDT).
The program to be aired
before a live audience on
Educational
-Kentucky
-Television will give citizens an
opportunity to phone in
questions on school finance to a
team of state educators and
leaders of citizen study corn'mittees. Collect calls will be
accepted at (606) 233-0666.
Released to the public July
15, the study sites needs for
tchication in the state. Panel
discussion will center around
shief recommendations of the
'turfy, Incturltrzg- Kentucky'sDbility to finance and upgrade
'State education to meet
"national average effort,"
according to Arnold Guess,
state Department of Education,
director of the foundation

program study. Guess explains
"effort" as funding elementary
and secondary education on a
level "commensurate" with the
state's financial abiltiy. Money
distribution on a per pupil-cost
rather than a classroom basis,
which allows for education cost
differentials will also be considered.
The telethon is part of a widespread dissemination effort to
inform Kentuckians about
results of the three-year study
of the foundation program for
financing education.
Reflecting views of more than
5080 citizens and educators, the
study was finalized by experts
in the National Education
Finance Project (NEFP),
assisting Kentucky and Hie
other states— in tievekigiitgmodels.
finance
school
Recommendations in the report
will be adapted by state
department officials preparing
a legislative package for the
1974 Genral Assembly.

Tribune
For all its importance as a and believe that the
A CITY THAT WORKS
will regain its former intranand
mart
national
the
of
One
—
Ill.
CHICAGO,
ndent, battling spirit and
chief complaints against sportation center, Chicago isn't plain-spoken conservatism.
American
known.
American big cities these days adequately
Chicago has experienced as
Is that they don't work. New school books put too much
or more than any
much
of
history
the
on
emphasis
York City is the classic example
metropolis—from the
American
is
Chicago
of the non-functioning city. The Eastern cities. Yet
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Fire
Great
exAmerican
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to
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The
safe.
aren't
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of the 1968
radicals
rioting
mechanical
The
perience.
and other amenities are
nominating coninadequate. Business is in flight reaper manufactured in this presidential
city's turbulent
to the suburbs. Traffic con- city was the North's secret vention. The
reminder of the
a
is
experience
War,
Civil
the
in
weapon
impossible.
are
ditions
experience
Municipal facilities are archaic making possible huge harvests generally turbulent
as a whole.
States
United
the
was
of
manpower
when
even
order.
of
out
and
Many Easterners never think of
But the wonderful thing about drained for military service.
The conquest of the Great visiting Chicago except on
Chicago, the capital of the
imagine that it
American heartland, is that it is Lakes region and the building of business. They
But
sophistication.
lacks
the
of
rim
the
around
industries
a city that works. One can walk
grossly foreigners find it the most
receives
about the downtown Loop area lakes
authentically
day or night without fear of inadequate coverage in the exciting, the most
cities.
major
the
of
American
wealthy
Countless
texts.
history
being mugged. There are miles
recently
of attractive, litter-free parks individuals in the Chicago area, The Times of London
"At a time
and beaches that serve the over many generations, have said in an editorial:
for
difficult
are
things
when
through
nation
the
enriched
citizens and visitors. The exto Chicago is
pressways and railways form gifts of art galleries and Americans, a visit
enormously
an effective, efficient system museums and their ex- stimulating and
Americans
Those
refreshing."
collections.
traordinary
for moving people in and around
greatest of
.the city. Chicago is a Chicago. the essence of the who don't know the
would do
municipality that takes pride in Midwest, is the special creation the heartland cities
informed
this
note
to
well
of
mix
remarkable
its
of
its past and that is busily
building for the future. Chicago European immigrants—Czechs, British view.
was the pioneer city for modern Ukranians, Lativians, Ararchitecture, as exemplified by menians, Germans—down to
Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd the present time.
Chicago is a source of inWright. Today, builders continue to work miracles in steel, novative thinking. For examconcrete, stone and glass, in ple, it is the home of Milton
such giants as the Sears Friedman, the great University
skyscraper—the tallest in the of Chicago economist, who has
world—and in the John Hancock written so brilliantly and inTower. allicago has an ex- dependently concerning urban
problems. In an article capcitirig, changing-sky-line.
The new construction in tioned -What Is Killing The
downtown and lakeshore City?" Dr. Friedman said (and
Chicago represents confidence he was talking about New York
in the city's future, confidence City) "Governmenrspending is
expressed not only in dollars but the problem, no the solution. We
do not need new government
available in many IRS of- In the words of the people who
This column of questions and answers on federal tern
live in the city. This is a city programs. We need to abolish
system
The
indicates,
for
fices.
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S. example, when the Postal Serv- where the average citizen the old programs and let people
ice has returned a check.
regards the city as his own, not spend their own money in acInternal Revenue Service and is published as a public
Undelivered refund checks as a cruel, alien environment, a cordance with their own values.
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
can be remailed almost imme- kind of prison. New Yorkers The city would then get better—
most frequently asked by taitiii-y1erti.
diately to the new address.
once had that feeling, but it is and better and better."
Q.-Mg state has a lottery. If I ket ialue of the showing. For After October 1,-however, all gone now after the dim,
Another Chicago intellectual
price
are
regular
checks
the
undelivered
rlfund
if
should win one of the cash example,
is David Collier, editor
leader
by
misrule
of
years
depressing
in
Issuing
checks
deducrecancelled.
your
prizes, do I have to pay federal of the movie is $3,
sponse to inquiries received all the mayors from LaGuardia and publisher of Modern Age,
income tax on it?
tion would be $7.
CROWN INTERNAT,ONAL ;RC TURES
after that date takes consider- to John Lindsay.
the most civilized quarterly
VOSIMIS
A. Yes, proceeds from lotteries Q. I understand that the IRS ably more time because special
review in America. In this
big
a
visit
to
cheering
is
It
are gambling winnings and winds up with thousands of un- processing is required.
journal, Dr. Collier brings
must be included in your in- delivered refunds each year.
As for refund checks lost or American city whose people together the work of American
strongly
very
it
with
identify
come. However, if you itemize How can this happen?
'Stolen in transit, those who
European scholars who are
your deductions, you can dehave information on these and who take pride in and
duct your gambling losses, A. The great majority of re- checks should contact their municipal works and private totally dedicated to economic
such as the cost of losing lot- fund checks go astray because
the spec- freedom and personal liberty
projects such as
tery tickets, from your total taxpayers moved and left no nearest Internal Revenue Office
under law—authors such as
towers.
new
tacular
immediately,
gambling winnings, up to the forwarding address with the
Gerhart
Hazlitt,
Henry
extent of your winnings. If you Postal Service. Still other taxNiemeyer, Stefan Possony.
have no winnings, you can't payers neglected to correct the
These are men who, in the
deduct your gambling losses.
attached to their tax reIf you should win a valuable label
words of the eminent Chicago
prize in a lottery, it might be turn:This includes, for exambook publisher Henry Regnery,
show
to
label
a
changing
ple,
to your advantage to "income
haven't purchased success at
resultname
or
address
new
a
average." This permits an unprice of conformity to
the
marriage.
from
ing
usually large amount of inopinion or by
prevailing
come obtained in one year to
Errors or omissions in tax
fawning upon their conbe taxed in the lower brackets returns have delayed refunds
KENTUCKY
THE
TO
REPORTS
PEOPLE Of
temporaries.
of your previous tax years. to some taxpayers. They should
More details are available in follow the instructions proSuch men and institutions
IRS Publication 506, "Comput- vided with the notification they
constitute the best of Chicago.
Ining Your Tax Under the
received from the IRS to help
Of course, it would be absurd to
come Averaging Method." speed their refund.
say that all Chicago institutions
office
Write your nearest IRS
Taxpayers contacting theare constructive or enjoy
for a free copy.
I thought I might take this opportunity to tell you
. IRS about their refund should
&or - =Ain, 11116.41111W1
perfect health. Sad to report,
to
able
and
give
natne
the
be
my
on
serving
are
who
the
of
Kentuckians
some
about
is
club
Q. The local police boys
=oak=•tan our MOW'CM
the
long
the
on
as
Tribune,
The
appeared
address
Chicago
it
than
his
better
no
is
senator
A
staff.
Washington
showing
COLON
sponsoring a benefit
press voice of the heartland, has
staff, and I think I have an excellent one.
of a movie. Tickets are $10. return, the present name and
lost moat of its old nerve, punch,
Can I deduct the ticket price address, social security number,
Philip Swift of Frankfort, who served as aeronautics
and the type of form filed.
as a charitable contribution?
and character. Increasingly, it
-commissioner under former Govs. Bert Combs and Edward
Often. IRS employees can
Breathitt, is my administrative assistant. Phil has overall
is a facsimile of commonplace
A. A portion of the ticket price find out almost immediately
responsibility for operation of the office and makes sure all
journals catering to conis deductible, namely, that por- what happened to a refund
areas of our work are coordinated. Phil also deserves much
temporey liberal conventR.
tion that exceeds the fair mar- 'check through a computer sYS=,
of the credit for helping me recruit such an excellent staff.
But many Chicagoans still hops
•
Bob McQueen of Stanton tin Powell County) is my
executive assistant. Although only 24 years old, Bob has
already worked for two governors (Bert Combs and
Wendell Ford) and Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll. He has wide
contacts throughout the state and keeps me ihformed on
many activities in Kentucky.

Young Men Who Roc
18 Must Register, Draft
Young men who have reached
their 18th birthday must still
Selective
register with the
Service even though there are
not any draft calls at the
present time, according to
Colonel Taylor L. Davidson,
State Director for Selective
Service.
Men in Murray and Calloway
County may register locally at
Murray High School, Calloway
County High School. Murray
State University, or the ASCS
office located in the Swann
Building on South 4th Street.
Draft offices were closed in
Murray, Mayfield, Benton,
Clinton, Bardwell, Hickman,
Wickliffe, and Smithland, but
volunteer registrars were
appointed and registration may
be accomplished in the various
communities.
Paducah was selected to be
one of the state's 21 full-time
Area offices, the state director
said, and will service the draft
records for Calloway, Graves,
Hickman, McCracken, Marshall, Carlisle, Fulton, Ballard,
and Livingston counties.
Mrs. Clara Austin of Padijcáli
promoted to Executive
Secretary of Selective Service
Area Office No. 1 at Paducah.
She has been an employee of the
System since January 1952 and
the area office is located in
Room 303 of Post Office

Mrs. Kathy Roberts of Frankfort is my personal secBuilding, Paducah.
retary, and she really does an outstanding job. She handles
Davidson said
Colonel
my appointments, personal correspondence, and schedules
Selective Service is undergoing
my appearances in the state. Kathy does just about anya major reorganization at this
thing that needs to be done - including making sure I get
time as the System reverts to a
something to eat on hectic days.
standby operation with no inMn. Sue Lewis of FIkeville, who formerly worked for
ductions taking place.
Senator John Sherman Cooper, handles all water resource
The state director said
matters and other projects and programs affecting Ken"failure of an 18 year old to
tucky. She's a real expert and an invaluable aide. She is
register is a violation of the law
assisted by Tim Dudgeon of Frankfort, a bright young
and could result in prosecution
man who formerly worked for Congressman William
by the Department of Justice."
Curlin. Tim is also the outstanding member of the staff
"Only induction authority
softball team, having hit several home runs this summer.
over those not previously defRaoul Cunningham of Louisville, another bright young
erred expired on July 1," Col.
person on the staff, handles all military cases and minority
Davidson said. He added that
affairs. Raoul took a leading role in planning our recent
the annual lottery will be held
urban affairs hearing in Louisville. He is a very popular
and the local board in each
young man in Louisville, and I am quite proud of his work.
county will continue to classify
Mrs. Lynn Wanlund, also or Louisville, is a top-notch
registrants as to their
legislative research assistant. She handles research on all
availablity for possible military
service should Congress legislation falling in the areas of health, education and
welfare. She also formerly worked for Senator Cooper.
authorize the resumption of
Miss Jane Miller of Oweilsooro, daughter of state
induction in the event of a
Democratic Party Chairman J. R. Miller, is my assistant
national emergency.
press secretary. She helps in the preparation of my
The last "draft" call was in
weekly column, radio broadcasts, and even takes pictures.
December 1972 and the
Department of Defense is
My two receptionists are miss Kathy Walters of Hodrelying now on volunteer
genville, and Miss Susan Warren of Henderson. In addition
enlistments to supply military
to being pleasant and congenial hostesses, they also help
manpower.
handle some of the legislative mail.
Men in Graves County may
The newest member of the staff is Miss-Veneta Cantrell
of Hodgenville, who is our file clerk. register at the ASCS
.Maytield and men in
Rob Shipley-of Louisville Ilia Doug Unite- of Ut1hRt6IV
County may regicter at the
are working part-time as research assistants, and they too
ASCS Office in Benton.
are outstanding,young men.
The draft board in Calloway
All in all, I ;an quite proud of my staff and 1 think th
County, formerly in the Post are just as good as any on
Capitol Hill. Their job is to se
office Buckdong, Murray, was the people of Kentucky and I think
they are doing an exd earlier this year.
cellent job.
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Local persons al
Fourth Kentucky Co
Vocational Educe
August 6 and 9
Kentucky Univers
mond.
They included 1
Lilly, Murray HIi
Mrs. Bess Kerlick,
Forrest, Carman 1
Eugene Chaney,
County High School
Mrs. John Fortin,
Lemons, Dr. Llo,
Eldon Heathcott,
Mary Lawson, Mu
University; Jim
Brenda Cunninghai
Crawford, and Vi
Murray Vocational
The theme of the
was "Relevance of
to
Education
Education." Sponsa
State Department of
and Bureau of
Education, Frankfo
Featured speakei
Lowell A. Burkett
out that 1875 is the c
for vocational educi
196$ amendmenti
rinsing out and lh
will have to be Poll
ledislation will be
Dr. Lyman V. Giza
R. Grogan, and 1
King.
Mrs. Lucy Lilly,
elect of National As
Vocational Home
spok
Teachers,
legislation at the
sectional meeting.
Murray teacher alsc
the banquet meetin
Varley Wiedemanr
professor, Biology I
University of Louis
on 'Family Plannt
Diane Ellis, state ,
home econcithlt*
spoke on the role
in
Economics
Education" at the

Ice Cream Si
Held By Seni
Citizens Mon

An ice cream sup
at St. John's Cen
Main Street by
citizens of M
Calloway County
evening, August E
Special guests
casion were some
the Tau Phi Lam
including Jean'
Cynthia Hart, GI
and Martha Andrt
Dan Hendrickso
Griggs, Universi
who worked wid
citizens in the pa
special guests as
Griggs.
At seven p.m. hi
cream and coolciu
followed by sorn(
games.
atter
Others
previously ment
Maggie Paschall,
Nola Chrisman, 1
Napoleon Park•
Marr, Amy • Wi
Murphy, Edna
Wallace Dowdy,
Lillian Hicks, C
Ruby Harris, Mab
Shim)
Hildred
Crawford, and Ve
Senior Citizens Di

HOSPTTAI, I
Mrs. Ruth Moffi
at the Murray-Cal
Hospital where
surgery on Wet
room number is

Two other prenuptial events
held in honor of Miss Sheila
Latimer, beide-elect of Ross
Dever, were a household
shower and a bridal shower.
Mrs. Janet Elkins and Mrs.
Diana Farley were hostesses
for the bridal shower held at the
new home of the future bride on
Poplar Street.
Refreshments of finger
sandwiches, mints, nuts and
Cokes were served, Fifteen
persons were present or sent
gifts.
Mrs. Bette Eastwood and
Mrs. Mary Davis were
hostesses for the household
shower held at the Davis home
in Madlsonville.
Game prizes were won by
Mrs. Janet Day and Mrs.
Watson.
Frances
Refreshements of cake, nuts,
mints, and punch were served.
Present and sending gifts were
thirty persons.

The Paris District Executive
Committee of United Methodist
Women met in the home of the
president, Mrs. L.E. McCord
near Como, Tenn., Thursday.,
August 23 at nine-thirty o'clock"
in the morning.
Twelve members and six
visitors, Mrs. Kosks Jones of
Hazel, Mrs. H.L. Hearn of
Dresden, Mrs. T.J. Oliver of
By Abigail Van Buren
Gleason, Mrs. Maggie Wood
and Mrs. Reba Miller of Murray
attended. Rev. E.L. Crump, Jr.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are contemplating a
of Paris, Superintendent of the
divorce. She is 40, I am 98, and we have five children. I am
Paris District United Methodist
in love with another woman and want to marry her, but I
' Church was welcome as a new
will not leave my wife until I am sure she has somebody
member and special guest.
else. She knows all about my situation.
Even tho I don't love my wife, I want her to be happy.
Mrs. Harold Douglas of
of
She is blond, attractive, 5 foot 8 and weighs 115. Money is
Murray, Coordinator
Personhood,
not a problem. I intend to support her and the children, but
Christian
on
I'd feel much better if she had a man. We've been the
Photo by Wilson Woutley presented the devotion based
route of ministers and family counselors, and now I think a
Luke 10:25-37.
professional matchmaker or computer-dating service is in
Reports were made by each
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stockdale
order. Who locates prospective husbands for single women?
officer present. Plans for the
Y.
N.
IN
NO NAME
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Stockdale are now residing in Hazel program of the Paris District
wife
your
for
concern
Your
their summer wedding at the Hazel Church of Christ. annual meeting to be held,
following
don't.
I
DEAR NO NAME:
Is
her?
with
this
The bride is the former C,athy Lovett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sunday, September 16 at 2:30
is commendable. bat have you discussed
Thomas E. Lovett, and the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. p.m. at Dresden United,
she interested in another husband? If she is, does she want
hear
to
like
I'd
route'
g
Methodist Church were made.
matchmakin
James H. Stockdale.
or
computer
the
to go
Mrs. McCord announced that •
Attendants for the bride were Mrs. Gail Doron and Miss Juana
her side of it "he ma v not be programmed to follow your
Stockciale, bridesmaids, Miss Renee Carroll, niece of the bride, the Memphis Conference miplan.
-.'and Miss Rachael Lamb, cousin of-the groom, flower girls. Miss nuet meeting would be at
outthe
in
sex
Lambuth College, Jackson,
found
Janey Kelso kept the register.
"Freud
DEAR ABBY: You said,
The attendants for the groom were Rodney Stallons and Randy Tenn., September 29. The Paris
house, and brought it into the living room "
Lee, best men, Gail Doron and Michael Burchett, ushers, and District Mission Seminar will be
I always wondered what ailed Dr. Freud. Now, I know.
outhouse!
an
in
Jeffrey, cousin of the groom, ringbearer.
sex
for
held in the Paris First United
Charles
looking
Imagine, anyone
JAMES E. C.
Methodist Church, September
from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. Rev.
30
DEAR JAMES: I didn't say Freud LOOKED for it
Billy M. Starnes will be the keyIt.
FOUND
be
where
there. I said that's
note speaker.
Registration blanks for the
read
I
when
spine
my
up
ran
chills
Cold
DEAR ABBY:
delegates to the 1973 National
a
daughter,
whose
mother,
the letter from that heartbroken
The state regent spoke on Assembly at Cincinnati, Ohio
The Captain Wendell Our)
nurse, was marrying an amputee. [He lost both his legs
more topics, such as the must be sent in soon.
many
Chapter of Murray and the
when he stepped on a mine in Vietnam.) The mother said
At noon a delicious covered
s being awarded and
scholarship
have
the
easily
of
as
Chapter
just
Paducah
could
and
beautiful,
was
her daughter
luncheon was enjoyed
dish
each
by
done
being
work
Ube•
of
the
of
Beaghters-married "a whole man."
Crump gave the inRev.
as
state
the
throughout
chapter
have
could
Revolution were hosts to the
I am sure many people think ,my husband
vocation. Members present,
First District meeting held well as in Washington, D. C.
married "a whole woman" instead of me You see, when I
Mrs. Burchette closed the besides Mrs. McCord and Mrs.
August 10 at Lake Barkley
was 3, my brother shot me thru the head with a .22
is
side
left
my
with prayer and the Douglas were: Mrs. Leo Davis
meeting
altho
alive,
Lodge.
rifle Thank God I am stilt
Hunt
Nineteen chapters were members adjourned to the of Henry, Miss Tortunye
paralyzed.
M.R. Duke of
I can walk, and do anything any other woman can do.
represented and several state dining room for the luncheon. and Mrs.
Reed Logan of
But best of all, a wonderful man thought I was "whole"
and national officers were The tables were beautifully Dresden, Mrs.
F. Cate of
Billy
and
Mrs.
Paris,
faithful,
and
white
kind,
and
blue
handsome,
decorated in
enough to marry. He is
present.
Davis Dixon, Mrs,
he treats me like a queen. We've been happily married for
Registration began at 8:30 flowers from the Murray Martin, Mrs.
table George Moore and Mrs. E.B.
10 years. I atid can't.,believe my good hack. Sign me,
a.m. with Miss Maude Nance of chapter and the offers'
lovely
FREDDY'S WIFE
a
Cardwell of Fulton, and Mry.
with
centered
was
the Murray chapter in charge.
t by the Paducah W.B. Graves and Mrs. Otis H.
arrangemen
lobby
in
the
served
a
was
Coffee
have
must
You
DEAR WIFE: WI Imre than 'luck."
Erwin of Murray.
to the 113 persons who chapter.
lot going for you. Congratulations
Those attending from the
registered.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SEVENTEEN AND SIX
NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Paul Hale of Hopkin- Murray chapter were Mrs. John
Owen T. Jack) Davin is now
MONTHS ALONG": Save year mosey, dear, and don't seed
vice regent, presided. A. Nance, regent, Miss Madue
sville,
out formal announcements of your "mistake." The home
Mrs. Thomas Burchette, state Nance, secretary, in charge of recuperating at his home on the
for unwed mothers nearest you is Allen Memorial Home,
gave the invocation registrations and credential Penny-Airport Road after
chaplain,
170 North Catherine St., Mobile. Alabama. Phone 413-2642.
by the pledge of report, Mrs. John J. Liveseay, having been dismissed from the
followed
Contact them and let me hear from you again. I care.
allegiance to the flag and the publicity and decorations, Mrs. Western Baptist Hospital,
Price Doyle, hospitality, and Paducah. He was hospitalized
American creed.
Problems? You'll feel better V yes get V en year chest.
on August 2 after suffering a
chapter regent, Mrs. Ralph Slow, coffee.
The
Paducah
Per a pereseal reply. mile I. ABBY: Ilex Ne. Wfle, L. A..
heart attack.
Mrs. Thomas Ward, and the
CAM. WM. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope,
Murray chapter regent, Mrs.
NASHVILLE VISITORS
please.
John A. Nance, extended
Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Bowen
Whenever you defrost the
greetings to the guest. Mrs. and children, Karen and John,
freezing section of your
y, Box WM,lee
.
the of Cadiz and Mrs. B. J. Stagner
introduced
Hate is write letter? Seed al Is Able
Hale
wash
the
distinguished state and-national of Murray spent Saturday refrigerator,
Aageles. Cal WM. for Abby's booklet. "Hew in Write
were in Nashville, Tenn., and at- freezing trays in warm not
Reports
present.
officers
(Sr
Al
Occasions."
Letters
hot) soapy water, rinse well,
given by state officers. First tended the showing of "Holiday
fill with cold water and
District directors and regents On Ice" at the Municipal
replace.
were presented.
Auditorium there.
Miss Laura Dickerson, state
regent, gave a most interesting Ill11111111111111111111111111111111111h.,
and informative talk. She said
Taindiry, August 2$
Thursday, August 30
that membership is at an all
Couples Bowling Thursday time high and that five new
Murray TOPS Club will meet -Night League will meet at ,...chapters have been forreed in
at the CallsiVay County Health
Corvette Lanes at seven p.m. the First District with Cadiz
Center at WM p.m.
All team captains are urged to leading with 51 new members.
be present.
She urged each one to write the a
Wednesday, August 29
national and state officers to
Senior Citizens will meet at
Calloway County Public promote American history as it
the Douglas Center, North 2nd Library la be closed for in- is being by passed today. She
Street, at 1:30 p.m.
said we feel every child should
be taught to have pride in its
Murray Open Duplicate
Friday, August 31
American heritage.
Bridge -Club will meet at
Ioway County Public
p.m.
seven
at
inGleason Hall
Library will be closed for
Persons may come singly or ventory.
with a partner.

He won't leave wife
till she's got a new man

Local Persons At
Vocational Meeting
Held At Richmond

Local persima-allanded -the
Photo by David Hill
Fourth Kentudiyealeaninee on
Vocational Education held
Mr. and Mrs. Howard F. Newell
August 6 and 9 at Eastern
Kentucky University, RichThe bride's register was kept
Miss Deborah L. Hughes
•
mond.
Miss Vickie Seaford of
by
F.
They included Mrs. Lucy became the bride of Howard
Murray.
perceremony
a
in
Newell
School;
High
Murray
Lilly,
James B. Thompson of
Mrs. Bess Kerlick, Mies Lucy formed by Rev. Richard E.
Heights, Illinois atArlington
Forrest, Carman Parks, and Walker at the First Baptist
tended the groom as best man.
irty
two-th
at
Murray,
of
Church
Calloway
Chaney,
Eugene
Groomsmen were David S. Tosh
County High School; Mr. and o'clock in the afternoon on
of Glenview, Illinois and David
Mrs. John Fortin, Dr. Dale Saturday, August 18.
W. Hughes, brother of the bride.
of
daughter
the
is
bride
The
Jacks,
Dr.
Lloyd
Lemons,
were Tommy Tate,
Ushers
Berand
Hughes
Janice
Eldon kleathcutt, and Mrs. Mrs.
and David Hughes.
Tosh
David
HenMary Lawson, Murray State nard Hughes both of
The groom and his attendants
groom
the
of
Parents
derson.
Lawson,
Jim
University;
wore formal attire of light blue
Brenda Cunningham, Martha are Mr. and Mrs. Francis H.
black with boutonnieres of
and
Crawford, and Vicki Shell, Newell of Decatur, Ill.
white roses for the groom and
music
wedding
of
program
A
School.
Murray Vocational
white carnations for his atThe theme of the conference was presented by Miss Edwinna
tendants.
organist,
was "Relevance of Vocational Mills of Louisville,
Mrs. Hughes chose for her
Career who also accompanied the
to
Education
wedding a floor
daughter's
of
Reeder
Bobby
soloist,
Education." Sponsors were the
of light blue knit
gown
length
who
Murray
State Department of Education Henderson and
with white accessories and
"0
Me",
Touched
"He
sang
Vocational
of
Bureau
and
Mrs.
Perfect Love," and the white rosebud corsage.
Education, Frankfort.
gown
length
floor
a
wore
Newell
Candles
Featured speakers included "Wedding Prayer."
of mint green silk with white
Lowell A. Burkett who pointed were lighted by Tommy Tate
accessories and a corsage of
of
brother
Hughes,
David
and
out that 1975 is the crucial year
white rosebuds.
Henderson.
for vocational education as the the bride, both of
Reception
Dress
Bride's
be
will
s
amendment
1948
Amy Thompson, Mrs.
Miss
marriage
in
given
bride,
The
numing out and the programs
James Rogers, Mrs. Charles
will have to be justified as new by her father, wore a formal Outland, Mrs. William Heise,
design
original
of
gown
satin
be
emerging:
ledislation will
all of Murray, Miss Linda Lewis
Dr. Lyman V. Ginger, Bobbie fashioned by her maternal of Paducah and Miss Theresa
princess
The
r.
R. Grogan, and Dr. Bertha grandmothe
at
design gown with extended Clayton of Henderson served
King.
the reception immediately
padded
with
trimmed
was
train
presidentLilly,
Mrs. Lucy
following the ceremony in the
elect of National Association of Venise lace motifs appliqued to
church social rooms.
Vocational Home Economics the bodice and upward from the
A centerpiece of blue and
skirt
the
on
points
to
hemline
about
spoke
Teachers,
carnations was used in
white
were
sleeves
Long
legislation at the Home Ec panels.
for the recepdecorations
the
sectional meeting. She, The finished with lace covered
tion.
the
at
lace
of
caps
and
bands
at
presided
also
Murray teacher
The rehearsal dinner was
the banquet meeting when Dr. shoulders. Her long chapel veil
by the groom's parents
hosted
lace
Varley Wiedemann, associate was also trimmed with
at the Holiday Inn in Murray
Juliet
a
to
attached
and
motifs
,
Departemnt
Biology
professor,
with mixed summer flowers
University of Louisville, spoke cap of lace and seed pearls.
in the decorations.
used
Bible
She carried a white
on 'Family Planning" Jewell
rosebuds,
white
with
For
their wedding trip to
topped
for
director
state
Diane Ellis,
home economics education, daisies, baby's breath and ivy. Atlanta and Daytona Beach,
Mrs. Janice Hideout of and bride chose a navy and
spoke on the role of "Home
was matron of honor white knit pantsuit.
Henderson
Career
in
Economics
Education" at the conference. and Mrs. David Butler of
Following their wedding trip
Murray and Mrs. Wayne
couple will be at home at
the
Simonis of Louisville served as
Murray where the groom
bridesmaids. Miss Karin Blue
teaches economics at Murray
of Henderson was flower girl.
State University and the bride is
The bridal attendants wore
a senior.
identical floor length gowns of
Premiptlal Events
• •
Swiss
navy and white dotted
Parties honoring the bride
-1---"ciarried bouquets of mixed
and groom prior to the wedding
flowers.
include a coffee given by Mrs.
An ice cream supper was held
Nancy Melvin of Princeton,
at St. John's Center on West
Indiana; a miscellaneous
Main Street by the senior
shower given in Decatur by
citizens of Murray and
Mrs. Cecil Brown; a kitchen
Calloway County on Monday
shower given in Murray by Mrs.
evening, August 13.
Gayle Butler, Miss Amy
Special guests for the ocVickie
Miss
Thompson,
casion were some members of
Seaford, Mrs. James Rogers
the Tau Phi Lambda sorority
and Mrs. John T. MurDr.
including Jeannie Lamb, dock and family were the recent and Miss Kathy Rogers; and a
Cynthia Hart, Glyrida Smith, guests of their parents, Mr. and miscellaneous shower in
Henderson given by Mrs. Janice
and Martha Andrus.
Mrs. Philip Mw-dock of Lynn
Dan Hendrickson and Janice Grove and Mrs. John Workman Hideout, Mrs. Debra Blue and
Mrs. Debbie Branson.
Griggs, University students of Murray. who worked with the senior
Murdock family was
The
citizens in the past were also enroute from Brasilia, Brazil,
special guests as well as Mr. South America, to their former
Griggs.
home in Madison, Wisconsin.
At seven p.m. homemade ice They have been in Brazillia
cream and cookies were served since January 1972 where Dr.
followed by some interesting Murdock
head of the
games.
Wisconsin
of
University
not
attending,
Others
Agricultural Aid program.
were
mentioned,
previously
Mrs. Betty Hutson and Larry
Prior to that they had spent two
Maggie Paschall, Ardee Riley, years in Bogor, Indonesia, and Dumas were united in marriage
Nola Chrisnan, Dollie Haley, previosuly had been in Porto on Friday. August 10, at sevenNapoleon Parker, Charlie Alegre, Brasil, for four years. thirty o'clock in the evening at
Cope,
Marr, Amy Wilson, Ruby
Dr. Murdock will now be head the home of Glen
Murphy, Edna McReynolds, of the Department of In- minister, who officiated at the
Wallace Dowdy, Lucy Tutt, ternational Affairs with the double ring ceremony.
Lillian Hicks, Olive Hagen, College of Agriculture at the
They were attended by Mr.
Ruby Harris, Mabel Robertson, University of Wisconsin and will
Mrs. Donal Cook, brother
and
Thyra
Shapre,
Mildred
be making frequent trips to
of the bride.
Crawford, and Verona Grogan, Brazil, Africa, and Indonesia and sister-in-law
Senior Citizens Director.
For the wedding the bride
concerning the University work
a formal gown of pink with
wore
countries.
'program in those
Their daughter, Cindy, a blue midriff. Her flowers were
HOSPITAL PAIIINT
arrtved In Murray en June 18 pink and blue carnations:
Mrs. Ruth Moffetton-paiiasit and spent the surruner with her
The troom Iaiip1oyed tithe
other
at the Murray-Calloway County grandparents and
of the Tappan
Hospital where she underwent relatives. Their two sons, Rick Murray Division
are residing at
surgery on Wednesday. Her and Larry arrived here Company. They
their home in Dexter.
room number is 313.
with their parents.

Ice Cream Supper
Held By Senior
• tzens Monday —

Murdock Family Are
Guests Here After
Stay In Brazil

Betty Hutson And
Larry Dumas Are
Wed August 10

4

Murray Women
Attend-District
Luncheon, Como

Married Recently

Miss Deborah L. Hughes Becomes Bride Of
Howard F. Newell In Lovely Ceremony At
The First Baptist Church Of Murray

-Captain Wendell Oury Chapter Hosts For
District DAR Meeting At Lake Barkley

Jane's- Attic

Goodies of All Kinds!!
104 No. 13th Street

Calloway County Public
Library will be closed for inventory.

Household Shower
Held In Honor
Of Bride-elect
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Sheila
Latimer, bride-elect of Ross
Dever, was a household shower
hedl at the Community Room of
the Murray Federal Savings
and Loan.
Mrs. James Weatherford.
Mrs. Marvin Weatherford, and
Mrs. Darwin Weatherford were
the gracious hostesses.
Games were played with Mrs.
Ellie Jones, Mrs. Millie Curd,
Mrs. Chryle Latimer, Mrs. Inez
Jones, and Mrs. Beauton
Brandon being the recipients of
the prizes.
Refreshments were served at
the beautifully appointed table
decorated in lavender and
yellow An arch of lavender net
with a yellow wedding bell
centered the table was draped
III a lavender cloth. Sheet cake,
'decorated in lavender and
white, lavender punch, nunb
and nuts were served
Forty-seven persons bk or
present or sent gifts

Mary Lassiter Is
Leader At Mattie
Bell Hays Meeting
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
the United Methodist Women of
the First United Methodist
Church held its August meeting
at the social hall of the church
with sixteen members present.
Miss Mary Lassiter presented
an interesting and informative
program on "Religions of the
World."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Chesley Butterworth who
read her scripture from Exodus
20:3, "Ye shall have no other
gods before me." She led in
prayer.
Robertson,
Murl
Mrs.
chairman, opened the meeting
with prayer and presided at the
business meeting.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses who were Mrs. B.
Melugin, Mrs. Marion Sherbrough, and Mrs. Imogene
Hughes.

Settle-Workman
306 Main Street

Good selection boy's
back to school shoes

2 thru 6
/
Sizes 81
99
$
$499

Ladies back to school
oxfords

Phone 753-2447

Girl's back to school
shoes

2 thru 4
1
Sizes 8/
$799
$599

Girl's sandals,
2 thru 3
/
Sizes 81

Reg.
Sizes 4'zi to 10
$499

PADUCAH PATIENT
-hinc-Eva Evelyn Hjort of
Hazel Route Two has been
Usnussed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
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Showers Held For
Sheila Latimer
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$ 1 099

ALL GIRL'S CANVAS SHOES

Sale

'3" — i299
9"
Sizes 8v2 thru 3

20%Off
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Tourney At Murray
A "Captain's Choice" golf
tournament, involving both men
and lady golfers, has been
Oanned for Labor Day, Sepdeniber 3, at the Murray
COuntry Club.
Play will begin at 9 a.m. with
a shotgun start, according to
Bill Emener, who is in charge.
The entry fee is $2.00 per couple,
and those wishing to participate
are urged to sign up for the ninehole tournament immediately
in the pro shop.
At 6:30 p.m. that day, Chester
and Toopie Thomas will host a
pot-luck supper with the drinks
and the bread being furnished
by the club.

Sports In
Brief
By The Associated Press
HOCKEY
.
.
NEW YORK - The National
Hockey League announced that
its setup will be realigned into
four divisions for the 1974-75
season and that it will expand
to two more teams in 1976./7:

Bengais Iifense To Test The
Atlanta Falcons On Saturday
By BILL VALE
middle, Ron Pritchard is on the
Associated Press Writer
left and Ken Avery and Al
WILMINGTON, Ohio AP • - Beauchamp alternate on the
The Cincinnati Bengals defense, right Beauchamp is great on
relatively unchanged this sea- pass coverage and young Doug
son, is hoping another year's Adams has come along great.
experience will improve their
•'I think we have the two best
chance Saturday in a pre-sea- corners
in the business in Ken
son contest with the Atlanta Riley and Lerner Parrish. BerFalcons.
The Falcons demolished Cincinnati in a pre-season contest
Last year 44-14,___
"Atlanta," said Bengals defensive coordinator Chuck Weber, -They are like their coach.
a tough, hard-nosed group."
Atlanta Coach Norm Van
Brocklin, former longtime National Football League quarterback, had a 7-7 regular season
record last year and failed to
By JANE BRANDON
win a championship in 11 preJesse Ladd, 77 of Reidland,
vious coaching seasons.
was the top driver at Keeling's
''They have a fine running at- Reidland Raceway Friday night
tack," said Weber, "probably with a double win, taking the
as good as any with those big fast heat and the feature race.
hard running backs-Art MaLadd also took the top
lone and Dave Hampton."
qualifying time for the night
But the Bengals' real test will with 23.46 seconds.
come -against the passing at-,
Larry Calhoun. 1, _Benton,
tack of quarterbacks Pat Sulli- won the slow heat and
Charlie
van and Bob Lee.
Jett, 60, Paducah, took the
-We don't know which one winners race.
they'll throw against us but
The winners race proved to be
that tight end Jim Mitchell, the most exciting
of the night
he's a real threat.
with several cars forced out due
-He's the best tight end in to trouble and Ladd's
77 hitting
the business, a fine blocker, the light pole on
the last lap,
pass threat and his running taking him from
first place to
blocks are superb."
last.
But Weber thinks the Bengals
A. L. Doughty, 77 Jr. of
defense has benefited by anoth- Paducah, was
the top hobby car
er year of experience.
driver as he took the hobby heat
"I think we'll be real fine this and ,he
feature.
year. I don't see a lot of
Slow heat-Larry Calhoun, 1;
changes. The best clubs in this Roy Rodgers,
115; Bill Hay, 97
business are the ones who have and
Bill Keeling, 24 Jr.
been together for awhile, each
Fast heat-Jesse Ladd, 77;
one knows what the other guy's Kenny
Yates, 33; Charlie Jett,
claing
60 and Junior Keeling, 95.
"We've been getting a good
Winners heat-Charlie Jett,
pass rush from the front four, 60,
Roy Rodgers, 115; Kenny
Ron Carpenter, Mike Reid, and
Yates, 33; Larry Calhoun, 1 and
the others," he said.
Jesse Ladd, 77.
"We're really deep good lineFeature race--Jes-e Ladd,
backers but you can never be
77; Charlie Jett, 60; Roy
too deep there. There's nobody
Rodgers, 115, Kenny Yates, 33
better than Bill Bergey in the
and BW Hay, 97.

Jesse Ladd
Top Winner
At Reidiand

nard Jackson is coming along
good and backs them up.
"Neil Craig is in his third
year at safety and that's the
point where you should come
into your own." he added.
"Tommy Casanova is bound
to be better at weak safety in
his second year, now that he
knows more about what the
others are doing"
-You know." Weber was
thoughtful about the distance
Cincinnati has come since its
expansion days in 1968, "it's
really something now to be able
to say you have good people A
fighting for all those jobs.
-It's a lot more comfortable
now."

Major League
Leaders
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (325 at
bats)Carew. Min. 351. W.Horton,
Del, 323
RUNS- R Jackson Oak, 94,
Otis. KC. 82
RUNS
BATTED
NR.Ja.c.kson, Oak. 105, Mayberry, KC, 93.
HITS-Carew, Min, 167. Mur
cer. NY, 159
DOUBLES- Braun, Min, 27:
A Rodriguez, Del. 26
TRIPLES -Carew, Min, 9.
Coluccio, Mil, B.
HOME
RUNS-R Jackson,
Oak, 31, Fisk, Bin, 21
STOLEN
BASES-North,
Oak, 42; Harper, Bin, 34
PITCHING ( 11 Decisions)Hunter, Oak, 16-3, .842, 3 29,
McDaniel, NY, 11,3, .786, 2.24
STRIKEOUTS-N.Ryan, Cal,
30.4: Blyleven, Min, 203_
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (325 at bats)Rose, Cm, .346; Watson, Htn,
314_
RUNS-Bonds,
SF,
105,
Evans, All, 97.
RUNS BATTED IN -Bench,
Cm. 92; Stargell, Pgh, 91,
HITS-Rose, Cin, 191, Garr,
Atl, 168.
DOUBLES-Stargell, Pgh, 33;
Cardenal, Chi. 31.
TRIPLES-Metzger, Htn, 13,
Matthews, SF, 10.
RUNS-oaJohnson,
HOME
At;, 36; Stargell, Pgh. 35.
STOLEN
BASES-Morgan,
Con, 56; Brock, StL, $1.
PITCHING (11 Decisions)Stone, NY, 8-3, .727, 3.13;
Bryant, SF, 20-8, .711, 246.
STRIKEOUTS-Seaver,
NY,
196. Carlton, Phi, 192.
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MONDAY WAS CUT I I YIN NY
IN PRO FOOTBALL FOR COACH
NEW OFtEANS (AP) - It
was cutdown day in pro football, and the biggest cut of all
came late Monday night when
John Mecom Jr., owner of the
New Orleans Saints, announced
the release of head coach J.D.
Roberts.
Saying the move was made
"with my sincere regret, much
regret," Mecom announced that
Roberts was being replaced by

John North, the Saints' offensive coordinator and wide receiver coach.
"Certainly no one in pro football has ever worked harder
than Coach Roberts did in
changing the complete structure of our football team," Mecorn said. "His task might have
been an impossible one, but his
efforts have never slackened,
as he turned to young players

to build a winner.
"It required a great deal of
courage for a man to undertake
and continue with the very difficult assignment in face of almost constant outside criticism."
Roberts, 40, who was in the
final year of a three-year contract, became head coach for
the Saints midway through the
1970 season. The Saints, an ex-

Improvement Of Giants'
Defense Key For Season

pension team created in 1967,
completed under Roberts a 2111 season in 1970, were 4-8-2 in
1971 and 2-11-1 again in 1972,
finishing last in the NFC West
each time.
They had lost all four 1973
preseason games.
North, a 51-year-old native of
Gilliam, La., was graduated in
1948 from Vanderbilt University, where he played end on
the football squad. He played
with the Baltimore Colts for
three seasons and entered
coaching in 1954 with Tennessee
Tech. He went to Kentucky in
1956, then to Louisiana State
Univdersity as an offensive
coach in 1962 and joined the
Detroit Lions in 1965 for eight
years as receiver coach.
He came to the Saints this
year.
The others cut Monday were
all players, as pro football
teams scrambled to get down
to the 49-man roster limit.
The axe came down with authority at the camp of the Los
Angeles Rams, where offensive
guard Allan Graf and 11 other
players fell victim. Graf, from
the University of Southern California, had played in the College All-Star game.
Nick Eddy, a star running
back at Notre Dame who had
been plagued by injuries
throughout his seven pro years,
was one of 11 men placed on
waivers by the Detroit Lions.
And before the firing of Roberts, the Sainta_ announced the,.
cuts of Wayne Dorton, Richard
Watkins, Gary Arthur and
Drew Buie to make the 49-man
limit.
Some players were more forturuite-they were traded to
other clubs on the frantic day
of wheeling and dealing.
The Washington Redskins
picked up wide receiver Bill
Malinchak in exchange for two
draft choices, then placed on
waivers quarterback Charlie
Richards, punter Dave Beverly,
linebacker Eddie Sheets and
six others.
The Miami Dolphins put center Chuck Bradley and running
back Eddie Jenkins on the injured reserved list, rendering
them inactive for the entire
season. Then they waived kicker Jeff White and defensive end
Ron Fernandez and placed defensive end Ron Burger on the
futures list-making it unlikely
that he will see action, either.
Pittsburgh rookie linebacker
Gail Clark was traded to the
Chicago Bears in exchange for
veteran wide receiver Bob Wallace. The Steelers, 1-3 after
Sunday's embarrassing loss to
the New York Giants, also cut
four

By BRUCE LOWITT
record-breaking season-and fensive championship.
Associated Press Sports Writer quarterback Norm Snead comBehind Johnson and fullbacks
NEW YORK I AP) - The bining to lift the Giants near Charlie Evans and Vin CleNew York Giants, who ranked the NFL's No. 1 spot in offense. ments are a number of fast,
18th defensively in the 26-team
Snead was the top signal-call- young runners, including Rocky
BASEBALL
.
National Football teitgLie last
iirthe league last year, corn-. Thompson and Joe Orduns. - BOSTON -American League
season, should improve in pleting 196 of 325 classes for a
The defensive secondary rePresident Joe Cronin fined Jim
1973-and therein hinges their 60.3 percentage and 17 touch- mains a question mark, with
Merritt of the Texas Rangers
chances for a shot at the Na- downs.
Willie Williams and Pete Athos
an undisclosed amount for altional Conference's Eastern DiWith pass-catchers like wide at the corners and Richmond
legedly throwing spitters in a 9vision title.
receivers Don Herrmann, Rich Flowers and Spider Lockhart at
victory over the Cleveland InThe defense, attacked in the Houston and Bob Grim-plus the safeties. Each picked off
dians Sunday.
past for lack of a potent pass Johnson, who took time out four passes last year, but the
TRACK AND FIELD ..
rush and adequate tackling from carrying the ball long secondary
was
burned
: LONDON -- Brendan Foster,
ability, made an impressive enough to catch 45 passes-New frequently in key situations.
in English school teacher, set a
rebound last season and has York could well retain their ofIn front of the secondary, are
*odd record by covering two
improved even more now.
Pat Hughes, Jim Files and
*miles in 8 minutes 13.8 seconds
Defensive end Jack Gregory,
John Douglas at linebacker.
la an international track and
who sacked opposing quarterNo. 1 draft choice Brad Van
field meet.
backs 21 times last year-three
Pelt or tough Ron liorsby
FOOTBALL
more than the entire defense in
might bump one of the veterNEW ORLEANS - J.D. Rob1971-will spearhead the attack.
ans.
erts was fired as head coach of
With Carter Campbell,a fourth.
Rich Glover, Nebraska's OutOw New Orleans Saints of the
year man, also on the line,
land Trophy winner as the naNational Football League and
along with tackles Dan Gulch
The Kirskey Baseball Club tion's premiere lineman, is
assistant coach John North was
and John Mendenhall, the im- recently held a pot luck supper being tried at defensive tackle
named to replace him.
proved Giants could give the and a cleanup at the baseball even though, at 6-1 and 240
1 CHICAGO - Veteran wide
Washington Redskins and Dal- field at the Kirksey Elementary pounds, most pro scouts figure
irceiver Bob Wallace of the
las Cowboys a run for the top
he'd be better at linebacker.
Bears was traded to
in the East.
Officers for the coming year
Ron Johnson rumbled his
the Pittsburgh Steelers for Gail
Offense should not be a prob- were elected as follows:Ken- way to 1,182 yards last year,
Clark, a rookie linebacker from
lem, with running back Ron neth Simmons, president; third in the league and second
Michigan State.
Johnson-returning from :tub Jimmy Greer, vice-president; only to Washington's
Larry
John
Bryan,
secretary- Brown in the NEC. Evans had
treasurer;
Judy
Usher, eight fine games in 1972 before
reporter: Ralph Darnell, field breaking a leg and has been
manager; Joe lliorton and held out of the early preseason
Danny Edwards, concession; games, in which Dements has
Cliff Finnery, Charles Tucker spirkled.
and Jerry Falwell, fair conThe men who open the holes
cession.
for them on the offensive line
Board members are Tommy are tackles Willie Young and
McClure and Buster McCallon, Joe Taffoni, guards Dick EliLittle League, Lonnie Furr and derle and Doug Van Horn and
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
eluding nine of the last 14 nell in the Ivy League Mas- turns nine starters, including a
Temple has posted three conAssociated Press Sports Writer years
sachusetts and Connecticut are veteran backfield-quarterback secutive winning seasons for Judith Darnell, Little Girls, centers Greg Larsen and Bob
James Harrison and Brenda Hyland.
For those football teams
Last fall, the record was favored in the Yankee Confer- Gary Mararigi, running backs the first time in more than 30
Wyatt, Big Girls; Jerry
As the Giants move out of
hopeful of taking the Lambert 102 -an opening road loss to ence.
Mike Esposito and Phil Ben- years and the Owls should Boggess
and Roy Clark, Pony Yankee Stadium for the Yale
Trophy away from Penn State's Tennessee, a wind-up defeat at
West *irginia returns only nett, and flanker Mel Briggs.
make it four if Coach Wayne League; Leroy
Frazier and Dan Bowl, their temporary base beannual Eastern champions, a the hands of Oklahoma in the eight starters but Coach Bobby
Ben Schwartzwalder begins Hardin can get his line to block
Barzell, Park League.
fore moving to a new home in
word of warning from Coach Sugar Bowl and a 10th-place Bowden says he doesn't consid- his 25th and final
season at Syr- for the explosive aerial duo of
Following the election of New Jersey, the prospects look
Joe Paterno. finish in The Associated Press er it a rebuilding year. Bow- acuse. The 1972 club set Steve .Joachim to Randy Grossofficers, the trophies were given solid for at least a wild-card in"I have a good feeling about poll The 1973 opener is another den's main concerns are re- records for fumbles
and penal- man.
to boys and girls who par- vitation to their first NFL playthis squad," says Paterno, who tough one-at Stanford on Sept. building the defense and finding ties-it was only
Army and Navy have similar ticipated in
Ben's second
the program this off or championship game apturned down a fortune from the 15-but Penn State will be a a new quarterback, probably losing season-and
Schwartz- problems-rebuilding their de- SUMMer.
pearance since 1963.
New England Patriots of the solid favorite over most other Navy transfer Ade Dillon,
welder has simplified his of- fenses. Both academies have
National Football League to re- opponents.
Boston College's strength
-10W- in aiigifted passersArrnrir Jim
~
turn to Penn State, whom he
Ward, Navy's Larry Van
Paterno's major objectives will be-its offense, which re- cure.
has coached to 63 victories in
Loan). - --- are finding replacements for a
seven seasons against only 13
In an attempt to shed its lostrio of graduated stars-quardefeats and one tie.
ing image ( 22-68-2 over the last
terback
John
Hufnagel,
lineIt isn't hard for a Penn State
nine years). Pitt did away with
backer John Skorupan and decoach to develop a good feeling.
scholarship limitations and a
The Nittany Lions haven't suf- fensive end Bruce Bannon.
ban on red-shirting and hired
Penn State's challengers for.
fered a losing season since
Coach Johnny Majors away
Eastern
supremacy
are
ex1938 The record over those 34
from Iowa State. The immepected to be West Virginia, By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
non-losing - seasons is 2214-86-9,
-caused a con vcisy. In sym- diate problem is finding 21 othBoston
College,
Syracuse
-and
NEW
YORK
Profes-TAP)
with nine Eastern championpa y with Pilic's cause, 70 -eFilirWs lila 6461191Ve end
ships and 10 bowl trips, in- Temple among the independ- sional tennis was plunged into members of the
Association of lint Buciunon.
ents and Yale. Penn and Cor- its second major controversy in
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
Tennis Professionals boycotted
Colgate has a high-powered
less than two months Monday, the
tournament. It wasn't im- offense, featuring quarterback
--when as many as 2() top prosmediately known if the similar Tom Parr and
running back
including Wimbledon champ suspension
CONSTR
UCTION
of the stars at the Mark Van Eeghen. and
plenty
Billie Jean King and Australian Open
4 tough plies of nylon make
would bring about 'the'''.of defensive problems
Rutgers
star John Newcombe-were same
it 15% stronger than our nextreaction.
fired Coach John Bateman sand
best non-belted tire.
faced with being barred from
In fact, plans for suspension promoted Frank
Burns, a longthe U.S. Open.
weren't made clear. Walter E. time assistant
The pros could be ruled inGREAT OUTER
Elcock, the President of the
In the Ivy League. Yale
eligible to compete in the Open,
USLTA said, "1 don't think boasts a solid
CONSTR
UCTION
offense with
scheduled to begin Wednesday
there's any possibility of a ban quarterback Tom
Tread is 17% deeper than our
Doyle and
at Forest Hills, as late as "one at the
moment.
next-best non-belted tire.
runners Rudy Green and Tyrell
minute before they step on the
"Where the real problem Hennings back to power
Built-in spacer bars and tracthe
court for their first match," action slots help keep the Silent
could come is next spring if Wishbone attack.
Penn has ailscording to officials of the
Guard gripping, rain or shine.
these players enter unsactioned tar candidates
in split end Don
United States Lawn Tennis Astournaments (like WTT play)." Chine and tailback Adolph Belsociation.
The question of suspension lizeare but will find it
Also Tule
hard to
The players could face susarose when Miss Tuero-a catch anyone
by surprise this
pension from the tourney as a
TUBELESS
BLACKWALLS
Wightman Cup member-was time
result of having signed con1178-13
warned by the USI.TA about
Three of the Ivy's best are
tracts with the fledgling World,
signing with the W'TT Min- linebacker Bob
121.09
Lally, middle
Team Tennis organization. The
nesota Buckskins.
guard Mike Phillips and quar924.27
International Lawn Tennis Fedterback Mark Allen They all
eration, which governs the USTUBELESS WHITEWALLS
play for Cornell Dartmouth is
LTA, has announced that playrebuilding everywhere except
ers would face suspension if
at running back but the Rig
they enter tournaments not
Green never can be counted
sanctioned by the international
BAI.TIMORE 1AP) - The out.
First make sure your car is travel-safe.
federation. w-rr play --schedThen check with your MF A Insurance
Harvard also faces a major
uled to begin in May- could Baltimore Orioles, powered by
Earl Williams' three-run home reconstruction
agent to be sure your auto policy is up
project and
come under that label.
678-15
run, defeated the Texas Coach Joe Restic probably
to date.
will
And, if it is so ruled, the dangers 6-1
H78-15
8.56-111
Monday and ex- tone down his wild, wild offense
Open might commence without tended their winning
Above privets include Tallocal Itscire
streak to in favor of ball control ColumTax
big name stars like Mrs. King, 14 games-longest
in major bia always has an outstanding
Prices are catalog prices
who has signed with the Phila- league baseball
since 1965. The quarterback until this . year
delphia franchise; Newcombe, triumph
Use Sears Easy Payment Plan
kept.Baltlhore's first- Ironically, there's a fling group
*
who has signed with Houston; place lead in
Delivery and installation additional
the
receivers,
led
of"
by
American
tight
end
40°
Linda 'Nero,- who agreed- to League Eastern
Division at five Mike Telep.
terms with Minnesota,. and othor Your Money Back
210 E. Main
mes ..9Yer Abe_ Bodo& .Red
Princeton has some talent but
ers whose signings have yet to Sox.
It -gad-Hai-I-fieliir-t
nett
r
-SOUTHS1DE SHOPPLNC
e announced.
SHOP AT SEARS
k.„In the AL West, Oakland lost coach in old grad Bob Casciola.
753-0489
CENTER
INSURANCE
AND
The ban of Yugoslavian star to Bo#on 5-2 but
SAVE
remained in Brown's new man. John AnderNikki Pilic From the WimbleMurray,Ky. Ph. 753-2310
w !WARN, ROILBUCK AND OD.
lace, 41
/
2 games in front son, inherits. plenty of veterans
sad Al••• Cwatiif
don tournament in June had
e Kansas City. and a history of losing

chicago

Baseball Officials

Elected At Kirksey

Joe Paterno Warns Others That Penn
State Will Again Be Team To Whip

Another Major Crisis
Now Facing Tennis

Planning to see the USA?

Silen
isaRtINT.
Guard II
GM-T.
-INNER

14 Is A Row

At Murray State,
September 21 at
Louis.
Murray State will
a 54 hole affair, Coach Johnny •
doubleheaders in •
The lireds will
tober.
September 15,
season, will be the •
Murray will be pl
sville. The first ••
Cutchin Stadium a:The MSU tennis
basketball practice
One of my favori
when I was in high
This season, M
country team in
There are a few .
who run cross co
The team has sev the men to run ali.
There are some .
fun to throw things
Several reports
- runners have been
These young
their ability' to run.
And some, like ••
Murray State a nati
If you lack the •
your school or for
respect others who
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Riggs Says Bedroom And
Kitchen Are For Women

By KAROL STONGER
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK(AP)-"I I-o-ve
women," said Bobby Riggs. "In
the bedroom and the kitchen...in that order.
"I just don't like women's lib
because it broke up my marriage. You know, 'I don't want
The sports scene will get into full swing this weekend with the
to be Mrs. Bobby Riggs. the
opening of the football season for Murray High Friday night at
kids are grown...I want to find
out who I am..."
In tomorrow's Ledger & Times, sports fans and Tiger supBobby Riggs' image as the
porters may wish to take a look at the pre-game report on Murray
super-confident superstar of the
High and Reidland.
There is going to be a lot of other athletic activities this fall women's tennis circuit seemed
to crack.
besides football.
He made a gallant attempt to
At Murray State, Coach Buddy Hewitt's golf team will open
patch it with his glib tongue.
"It's popular to be against
September 21 at the University of Missouri Invitational at St.
women's lib, isn't it? You have
Louis,
Murray State will host the MSU Intercollegiate Tournament,
to be against something. I'm
a 54 hole affair, September 28 and 29 at the Murray Country Club.
just protecting my fellow man
who doesn't have my conCoach Johnny Regan's baseball Thoroughbreds will play three
doubleheaders in the Ohio Valley Conference western division. fidence.
"Billie Jean King is a womThe 'Bretis will be playing on the final three Saturdays in October.
en's libber. But when I get
September 15, the same day the Racers open their football
through with her she just might
go home and stay there and
season, will be the day for Murray State's first soccer match.
Murray will be playing at the University of Alabama at Hunt- start raising a family.
"That's where women should
sville. The first home soccer match will be September 22 at
Cutchin Stadium against Vanderbilt
be. Barefoot and pregnant.
The MSU tennis squad will also be playing some matches and
Then they can't get out."
._
Riggs reportedly made a
basketball practice will begin around the middle of October.
minimum of 112,500 from his
One of my favorite sports is cross country, which I used to run
Mother's Day match against
when I was in high school in Illinois.
Margaret Court, plus keeping
This season, Murray State should have its strongest cross
the $5,000 he put up for what he
country team in the history of the school.
termed "the one-sided fiasco."
In his Sept. 20 match against
There are a few people who do not understand or respect those
Mrs. King, both players are
who run cross country.
guaranteed $100,000 with anothThe team has several courses in the area and it is necessary for
er $100,000 for the winner. And
the endorsement offers keep
the men to run along side of the highways and the city streets.
flowing in.
it
There are some people who are so childish that they think is
But what if the tide changes?
fun to throw things at the cross country runners.
At first, Bobby's sure it
Several reports of cans, bottles, etc. flying from cars at the
won't.
runners have.been heard."I'm going to turn her everyThese young men are getting a college education because of
where but loose...If you put evtheir ability to run.
erything down on paper, Billie
And some, like Sam Torres and others in the past, have given
Jean should win, but I make up
Murray State a national name in the sport.
it by psyching women befor
If you lack the energy to get out and run, to do something for
fore the match. I'm going to
your school or for yourself, then at least have the courtesy to
respect others who are doing it.

By
Mike Brandon
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Beginning next week, I along with the help of Murray State
Sports Information Director Joe Torn Erwin, and photographer
Wilson Woolley, will attempt a new sports feature.
Each Tuesday and Friday, four Murray State football players
will be featured in a new series called "Meet the Racers."
This will give the fans and readers of the sports section an
opportunity to become better acquainted with the members of the
Murray State football team.
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EXPO ROOKIE THREE-HITS
DODGERS,CARDS WIN 6-3

psych her right out of her socks
before she ever gets on the
court."
But mention the fact that the
match, to be televised nationBy KEN RAPPOPORT
ally by ABC from the Houston
Astrodome, is the best-d-five Associated Press Sports Writer
Steve Rogers doesn't scare
sets, and Bobby's confidence
the Los Angeles Dodgers.. but
fades.
"The last time I went five he does beat them.
"He doesn't have the stuff
sets was 30 years ago. Five
sets! I'll be killed. If I don't that overwhelms you," said Los
beat her in three seta, she'll Angeles Manager Walt Alston
after the Montreal rookie
have a great advantage."

Alabama Pre Season Pick
For Southeastern Crown
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. ( AP) Alabama won 10 straight football games last fall but the
thing that still rankles Coach
Paul "Bear" Bryant and his
players are two touchdowns
and a field goal each by Auburn and Texas.
That's what kept the Crimson
Tide from an undefeated season
and a higher ranking than seventh in last season's final Associated Press poll.
It especially bothered Bryant
that Auburn's 17-16 upset victory and Texas' 17-13 Cotton Bowl
triumph resulted from breakdowns in Alabama's kicking
game, normally a strength of
Bryant teams.
His 1973 squad that opens
Sept. 15 against California in
Birmingham will have the
same kickers-punter Greg
Gantt and placekicker Bill
Davis-but the coaches are
spending time refining protection for them, remembering
that Auburn blocked two punts
and an extra point attempt

Morgan Likes Homers
But Tp Win Is His Goal

Junior Gary Rutledge has the
Inside track as the quarterback
to replace graduated Terry
Davis, who led the Crimson
Tide to a 21-3 record in his two
years of directing the Wishbone
offense.
Rutledge is expected to pass
more than Davis did, and two
promising youngsters, Bob Fraley and Richard Todd, areready to step in if he falters.
Bryant has described Todd, a
sophomore, as having more potential than any quarterback
he's ever had, and that includes
Joe Namath, Ken Stabler and
Steve Sloan.
Wilbur Jackson, strong and
fast, is the standout among the
running backs. He has averaged 6.6 yards a carry in his
two seasons.
The Tide's wide receiver,
Wayne Wheeler, scored 42
points in 1972 and averaged
close to M yards a catch.
The major problem on offense is to replace All-American guard John Hannah and
other linemen.
On defense, the linebacking
corps is packed with talent but
Bryant says he is worried
about the inexperience of his
secondary and little depth at
end.
Nevertheless, Alabama is the
pre-season choice to win a third
straight Southeastern Conference title, something that only
the Tide has accomplished b18fore.

pitched a three-hit, 4-0 decision
over the Dodgers Monday
night.
"Let's see what he does next
year," Dodger catcher Joe Ferguson said of the young rightbander who was brought up to
the major leagues just last
July.
Rogers, improving his record
to 5-3, held the Dodgers hitless
until Ferguson singled with two
out in the fourth. The Dodger
catcher got another single in
the seventh and Willie Davis
got the other Los Angeles hit, a
ninth-inning single.
In the other National League
games, the Philadelphia
Phillies turned back the San
Francisco Giants 7-4; the New
York Mets tripped the San
Diego Padres 6-5, and the St.
Louis Cardinals downed the
Houston Astros 6-3 in 14 innings.
Phillies 7, Giants 4
Ronde runs tly_Mike Schmidt

CINCINNATI (AP) - Joe
The milestone pleased the
Morgan ranks "the other Reds' two-time All-Star second
things" in baseball ahead of baseman, but didn't change his
home run hitting.
sense of values.
I would like to - encourage readers of the sports section to use
But Morgan joined exclusive
"If I had my choice of hitting
your right to voice your opinion.
company Sunday when he home runs and doing other
{SC
If you would like to comment, either critical or favorable, you
slammed his 20th homer of the things to help the club win, I'd d.CiCis=iC•CteCDCe=iil>=.047
may send a written Letter to the Editor, P.O. Box 32, Murray,
season. It made him baseball's do the other things," said MorKy. 421371.
third player to hit 20 homers gan,
Those wishing to contact me during non-office hours may do so
"I'd hate to sacrifice some of
and steal more than 50 bases in
by calling 753-6977.
the other things to hit home Diii=e=•CaiCSCSC•C>=iii=
one season.
American League
runs," he said.
East
"Now I'd like to be the only
W. L. Pct. G.B.
steal
and
man to hit 20 homers
75 52 591 Baltimore
71 58 .550 5
70 bases," said the 5-foot-7 in- Boston
70 61 534 7
Detroit
fielder who leads the National New York
2
1
68 66 515 9/
2
1
62 66 484 13/
Milwaukee
League with 56 steals.
23
77
412
54
Cleveland
Stealing bases is just one of
West
77 53 592"the other things" Morgan ex- Oakland
73 58 557 4,
City
Kansas
in
Cincinnati
cels at. He leads
62 69 673 15'/2.1/2
walks with 92, is second by one Chicago
61 68 673 15/
2
1
Minnesota
59 67 46816
to Pete Rose in runs scored California
3)
.369
2
1
/
65 84
with 95 and him IA hits rank_ Texas
- Monday's Games
.}ors since 1985 when San Fran- during spring training, came third.
By -HAL BOCK .
Baltimore 6, Texas 1
Minnesota 5, Detroit 3
Associated Press Sports Writer cisco strung that many togeth- back to haunt the Tigers in his
Flirting with his first major
6, Milwaukee 1
Here is a bulletin for Mal er. The last AL team to win first major league start. Fife league .300 season, Morgan has „.• Chicago
BostOn 5, Oakland 2
in
the
hits
just
the
four
allowed
was
row
a
Mail
in
many
Bill
that
Kasko,
Eddie
agers
Only games scheduled
a .294 batting average. His caTuesday's Games
tin and Ralph Houk, whose New York Yankees, who won 15 seven innings he worked to reer high was .292 last year, his
Kansas City. (Fltunorris 5 2
gain the victory
teams have slowly been settling straight in 196L
Reds.
the
with
first season
or Drag* 12-12) at Cleveland
White Sox 6, Brewers 1
Twins 5, Tigers 3
74)
into the sunset of what was
"He'll top every one of his (Timmerman
Texas (Hudson 2-1) at Balti
After seven failures, Wilbur
Detroit slipped seven games
once a tingling American
statistics," predicts Reds' Man- more (McNally 13-13), N
off Baltimore's pace, losing to Wood finally won his 21st game ager Sparky Anerson.
Minnesota (Decker 84) at
League East title race.
(Lolich 12-11), N
Minnesota 5-3 with Rod Carew, of the season, pitching the Chiworry
to
nothing
There's
Morgan, after eight seasons Detroit
Milwaukee (Lockwood 5-11) at
about, boys. There's plen of the American League's luding cago White Sox to a.14 deciahon with the Houston Astros, was Chicago LStone_AlLor_AErson_
time to overtake Baltimore's • tter, ripping three-Ws and over Milwaukee.
traded to the Reds after the
Boston (Pole 3-)) at Oaildand
Wood, who has lost 18, sur- 1971 season ins deal which also
streaking Orioles, who've won stealing home.
(Hunter 16-3), N
the
against
hits
nine
rendered
Detroit
by
traded
Fife,
Dan
New York (Peterson 8-12) at
14 consecutive games. This
brought Jack Billingham, Denis
(Wright 8-17), N
comes from no less an author- to Minnesota for Jim Perry Brewers.
Menke, Cesar Geronimo and California
Wednesday's Games
single
leadoff
Orta's
Jorge
manager
Weaver,
ity than Earl
Boston at Oakland, N
Ed Armbrister to Cincinnati for
touched off a three-run White Lee May, Tommy Helms and
New York at California, N
of the Birds.
at Chicago
Milwaukee
the
Chicago
gave
Sox rally that
"There's a lot more pressure
Jimmy Stewart.
Minnesota at Detroit. N
Orta
inning.
fifth
in
the
lead
you
at Cleveland
when
than
City
win
Kansas
when you
He responded with a career
Texas at Baltimore, N
added a two-run homer in the high 58 stolen bases and led the
lose," said Weaver, staggering
eighth.
under the pressure of another
league in runs scored with 122
Red Sox 5, A's 2
victory after the Orioles had
and walks with 115.
Designated hitter Orlando CeCINCINNATI, Ohio (API National League
defeated Texas 6-1 Monday
He was second behind the
Et
battla
still
with
Reds,
runs
The Cincinnati
peda drove-in three
stolennight.
in
Brock
Cards' Lou
Lou
homer,
Angeles
a
the
to
and
catch
ing
double
single,
will
East
66 64 .soe Louis
AL
St
the
of
The rest
bases, but leads the durable St.
62 64 .492 2
be pleased to hear that from Dodgers for the National helping Boston defeat Oakland Louis -outfielder 55-50 in steals Pittsburgh
2
1
63 66 .488 "2/
Chicago
61 68 .473 41/2
Weaver. Boston, Detroit and League's western division lead, 5-2.
Montreal
this year.
60 70 .462 6
New York were beginning to are enjoying themselves at the
Sunday, he watched Brock Philadelphia
The victory kept the Red Sox
2
1
59 70 .4.0 6/
NeW York
worry about all those games turnstiles.
West
Baltimore's blis- break Ty Cobb's record of
off
games
five
have
fans
1,560,320
Already
50
they had been losing in August.
stealing 50 or snore bases, when Los Angeles 81
tering pace in the AL East.
78 54 191 31/s
Cincinnati
The Orioles' lead remained a paid their way in this season
the Cardinal outfielder sur- San Francisco 72 57 .558 8
67 66 .504 15
comfy five games over Kasko's and the Reds are hoping for
passed the figure for the ninth Houston
63 69 47711½,
,
Atlanta
Red Sox after Boston belted their first two million fan seastraight season. Morgan had a San
2
1
82 .369.32/
.48
Diego
son.
games
AL
other
In
Oakland 5-2.
good view. He was at second
Mesiday's Games
rehome
dates
15
only
With
Francisco
San
Monday night, Minnesota
base when Brock slid in safely. 4 Philadelphia 7,
dropped Martin's Tigers anoth- maining, however, Cincinnati
"I congratulated him. I adMontreal 4, Los Angeles 0
New York, San Diego 5
er game back, defeating De- will have to average 30,000 fans
mire him for what he did. It's
the
25,000
from
up
per
game,
St. Louts 6, Houston 3, 14 in.
troit 5-3, and Chicago whipped
quite a feat. I admire anyone nings
Milwaukee 6-1. The ,..1ther teams average all year.
for doing something over a long
Only games icheduled ,/
The three-game series with
Tuesdaio% Games /
were not scheduled.
SAN FRANCISCO (API - period of time," said Morgan,
San Francisco (MaricKal 10
the St. Louis Cardinals over the Joe Morgan of the Cincinnati
Pete
admire
why
I
"'That's
winning
14-game
Baltimore's
at Philadelphia (Twitchell
weekend drew 139,098, second Reds won the National League Rose for hitting .300 nine 10)
12.6) N
streak is the longest in the maLos Angeles (Osteen 15-6) at
only to the Reds-Chicago Cubs Player-of-the-Week award to- straight years," he said. Brock
(Moore 743) N •
three day meeting in 1970 in day on the strength of his .333 was the first player to pass the Montreal
San Diego (Kirby 7-14) at
which 139,537 paid.
(Matlack 10.15) N
hitting and a significant home 20-homer, 50-stolen base New York (Pappas
610) at At
Chicago
Cincinnati's largest season at- run during the past seven days
plateau. lie had 21 and 52 in
Ante (Schuyler 77) N
tendance to date was 1,803,568
nittSburgh (Moose 8-11) at
He hit his 20th homer of the 1967. Cesar Cedeno of Houston
ncinnati (Grimsley 121) N
in 1970 when they won the pen- season which added to his own had 22 homers and 55 stolen
St
Louis (Foster 10-6) at
golf
The regular ladies day
nant and lost to Baltimore irr club iecord for a second base- bases last year
i-iouston (Reuss 149) N
Games
will be held Wednesday„Attgaist The World Series.
Wednesday's
'
man The homer also made
"I've hated that tag that little
Los Angeles at Montreal. N
Cincinnati hosts the Pitts- him the third player in major guys can't hit homers. I've al29, at the Oaks Country Club.
San Thew at New 'ear* PP- Tee off time will be at nine burgh Pirates tonight in the league baseball history.to have ways wanted X. Peopie don't
S*n
FrAncisca
cialohia N
a.m. Each one playing Is asked first of a two-game series With- as many as 20 homers and 50
bases
stealing
but
it,
realize
Chicago at Atlanta N
to bring a pair of scissors, ac- the eastern division club. The stolen bases in the same sea- takes a lot out of you," said ..,Pittsburgh
at Cincinnati N
cording to the golf hostess; Pirates are seeking their fourth son
St Louis at Houston N
Morgan
Jeanie Morgan
straight title. .

!n
ng
Inng

Standings

nd

le-

and Bill Robinson helped Philadelphia beat San Francisco 7-4
and snap a three-game losing
streak. Jim Lonborg won his
12th game against 10 defeats
with ninth-inning relief help.
The Phillies scored five runs
off .Jim Barr in the first inning
with Schmidt's shot the big
blow. He was hitless in 17 trips
before the home run.
Mets 6, Padres 5
Rusty Staub slugged a grand
slam homer in the fourth inning
to help New York beat San
Diego 6-5. George Stone, 8-3,
benefitted from Staub's blast.
Fred Kendall, Clarence Gaston and Dave Roberts hit home
runs for the Padres. Steve Arlin. 9-12, was the losing pitcher.
Cardinals 6, Astros 3
Ken Reitz broke a tie with a
two-out, two-run single in the
14th inning to lead St. Louis to

a 6-3 decision over Houston.
Reitz' game-winning hit followed three walks. Lou Brock then

added an insurance run for the
Cardinals with a double
The Cardinals had tied the
game 3-3 in in the eighth when
Brock singled and circled the
bases on Ted Sizemore's
double
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'Barefoot Jerry' Future Unclear,
Troubles Plague Talented Group

Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
By ALAN WILSON . . and electric and accoustical
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
ellitilt
Associated Press Writer
guitars and exploits the steel
what your outlook is, according
Admonitions for this day:
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- guitar with a creative counto the stars.
Avoid haste in all things, There's a saying in Nashville tryrock
flair.
ARIES
especially in making decisions. that it takes at least five years
Added are drums, piano, or( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 41Y1
Look closely at all situations. for the music industry to dis- gan, Moog Synthesi
zer and melDynamic thought and action There may
be values not seen at cover a real talent.
low vocal tones. Everything Bashould be yours this day. Some a cursory glance.*
For.Bardoot Jerry, a polish- refoot Jerry does on record it
of your ideas will be coned six-man rock group, the five does in person.
structive, others not feasible. CAPRICORN
years is almost over, but the
Moss has been in Nashville 13
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Choose well.
years, 10 of them as a highlyTAURUS
Step up activities to meet horizon remains unclear.
About the only people outside touted studio sideman. His earcompetition that is working
Apr. 21 to May 21)
If you have a problem to overtime. The extra try will be Nashville who are familiar with ly work includes sessions with
the Barefoot Jerry sound are Dylan, Baez and Simon and
solve, wait until early afternoon worth the effort.
connoisseurs of rock music. Garfunkel.
when influences will be better
AQUARIUS
Poor promotion, Nashville's
inane
than in the a.m. You may have
Together with several other
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
-3 ,
to revise your first ideas.
country setting, and innergroup top studio session men, Moss
Streamline wherever, it Will
GEMINI
problems early in its career chucked his career as a sideaccelerate progress, but don't
( May 22 to June 21) 1114
have seen to that.
fr by-pass those -little"
man and concentrated solely on
details
Some unusual developments
"We keep cutting good al- getting the group's music towhich can be SO important. An
in the making will affect you
average day, awaiting YOUR bums and nobody hears them," gether. It was simply a matter
pleasantly. Especially favored
said Wayne Moss, the group'e of having some of Nashville's
clever management.
now: travel, friendships,
leader. "That's one reason why best musicians trying to make
romance.
PISCES
we've had some turnovers in it on their own.
CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
the group. A guy will get in and
In the past five years, the
( June 72 to July 23)
Salute your day with the will say, 'This is incredibl
y good, it group's sound has evolved 180
In both thought and action, be to do your best even if all cinhas to happen soon,' When it degrees and consumes an abuncareful not to overstep bounds. curnstances are not to your
doesn't,
he splits.
dance of styles.
or underestimate your op- liking. You may profit more by
"Good session men have to
"Nobody knows we exist, and
ponents. Observing these ad- working with others than on
go in all directions," said Moss.
it sure is frustrating."
monitions, you should have a your 9WIL
"Consequently, they make the
dandy dlly.
Live or -911
Barefoot
LEO
Jerry's music boasts far-reach- best musicians for a wellrounded group."
YOU BORN TODAY' are ing versatility and
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
tightness. It
Certain matters in which you endowed with great versatility, encompasses hard rock,
Barefoot Jerry's next album
piano
are interested need extra push lofty and idealistic ambitions boogie, rock-blues,
is due for release in late 1973.
English
now. Get to them immediately. and remarkable intuition and rock, and dabbles
in country Master recordings of that proAnd, in all, stress forethought, sensitivity. You are competent rock. But
the group's own crea- posed album take in a lot of
and practical in all your unaccuracy, tact.
tion is one of a toned-down, popular sounds-Moody Blues,
dertakings, cautious and
VIRGO
Three Dog Night, Seals and
mellowe
d-out rock.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP% conservative. You enjoy the
Croft and some self-styled elecTake constructive action on a arts and find great happiness in
Simply stated, its music casts tric guitar work
by Dave Doproject which you may have the company of intellectually a different and enlightening ran.
Many of the styles are
had in mind for some time. With stimulating persons. Your thirst beam on rock music-at a time
blended into each song, creatgood planning, you should be for knowledge is insatiable. On when much rock music sounds
ing a vast but tight sound. And
minus
the
*We to put itavec,now._
side,
you
incline
to
be like it comes off an assembly to it
_
all is added the group's
fault-finding, impatient-with line.
LIBRA
personal Nashville touch.
those less gifted than yourself
( Sept. 24 to Oct 23) If you overlook this music,
"If somebody comes to see
If you attempt to gain your and, at time*, too prone to "give consider
it your loss.
us, rather than hearing two or
way through unconventional up" on a project before seeing it
The group works with stand- three hours of
one kind of mumethods, it could cause discord. through to completion. Curbing
Emphasize reason, logic, these traits, however, there is
harmony.
no limit to the heights you can
attain-especially in the fields
SCORPIO
of law, literature, music,
Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Your outlook and approach statesmanship, medicine or
tremendously important now. education. Birthdate of: Oliver
Day can be one of highly useful Wendell Holmes, writer,
performance if you concentrate physician; John Locke, writerl
on immediate needs and forget philosopher.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Schoor plan, the 1401 hilhe nation to be
past disappointments
teachers, rnainteriance workers approved by the United States
• • •
and all other- public service Department of Labor, received
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1573 For a personal 140-009,
employees are now covered no criticsm from the national
forecast on health. weelth. love and
under the new Occupational AFL-CIO. In fact, Kentucky has
nserriage, send 51 00 pion TS rents in
coon Mr postage and handling to
Safety and Health Act(
the distinction of being the only
Horoscope Book Deportment, box 17),
ou Cheisise Siation. New York, N
"Kentucky's OSHA plan
state with -a plan this national
The Deism Plea can help yes
Mil, mentioning this neersOSPer
beams Ifie Wm trim pantos Met you
fewer problems than mahy labor organization has not
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
2IP,andD
ATE
OF BIRTH (tube/sure
mould ii.lo be. Clarice: us Wm aid
other states," said Labor voiced some objection to.
yOu got ENE right forecast tor your
successfully by thousamis 89 wet the
Zodiac sign/
Commissioner James Yocom
Primary features of the
country lot 14 years. Get fie of emus
Pat and live longer
speaking to a group of com- Kentucky plan parallel those of
Odnoin is a tiny toast aii easily
pliance officers in Frankfort the federal plan-except
swallowed Contains no
IMP
recently.
Kentucky's calls for separate
No starving No ssdJpti.k.
Wanes Han costs 13.25 aid lie brae
"The plan was formulated in divisions for compliance and
economy sue 15 25
a cooperative spirit by both education and training. Yocom
Mini] Wong Weng Siu.
You must lose ugly tst es nor
money will be refunded No questing
former nightclub star, has labor and management in said he felt that education and
conjunction with the Kentucky training would encourage more
asked Acceot Pio substitutes Sold with ••• been
hanged in Singapore's
this guarantee by
Department of Labor." said voluntary compliance and
Changi Jail for the murder of
Yocom. "We've worked hard to lessen the load of the coma Japanese woman three
develop a viable plan for safety pliance division.
years ago.
and heath in this state and we'll
"We feel our plan is one of the
She is believed to be the
work equally hard to enforce best in the nation," said Yocom.
first woman ever to be hanged
for a crime in Singapore. "This is an area where KenCentral 5410•0409 Center
He told the group that the tucky can definitely be a
CNS
leader."
Kentucky's plan also differs
from the federal plan because it
covers public employees as well
as those in the private sector.
Federal. and state officials
will be working together to
YOU won't find guys like me sell- Department of
insure a smooth transition from
Vocational Rehabili- to be filled The background, experiing pencils on street corners.We're tation. Its function is not only
the federal to the state plan. The
to
ence
and
skills
required
skilled, able-bodied workers. We're evardate a person's disaterittie
s and
Hell be more than
federal OSHA office in
to put
industrial designers. Satespettpletiere--ram .renabiatais himself. you in touch with-the happy
right people
Louisville won't be phased out
s. Account, But to.
nim_in a ice> that for your company_ororionization
ants Technicia
- ns Blue Collar and allows him to tUltill his capabilities People who
for at least three years.
will
appreciat
el5e ciP.white collar
If you are interested in taPP018 portunity to help your company
According to Yocom, the
Unfortunately, though,too many your state's supply of hard-working
grow. Who will work to their fullest
of us are unemployed
capable men and women, write to potential. And help your company
department will have 20
And the irony Of it's, it's not that your State Director of Vocational
-and our natIon -- prosper
compliance officers and nine
men and women like yourself don't Rehabilitation His
office is located
want to hire us. It's simply that you in your state capital.
industrial hygienists. The
Write: Director, State Departmeat
don't know how to go about it.
Tell him what kind of business af Vocational Rehabilitation at your
compliance officers are 'conEvery state in this country has a you're in. What job openings need state
capitol
cerned with physical plant
safety, while the hygienists are
concerned with noise, dust
levels and toxic substances.
About $2.2 million will be
needed for the new plan, with
half the money coming from
federal funds said Yocom.
In adopting the standards to
be followed, there are 12 men
appointed by the Governor to
head the Standards Board.
Three come from labor, three
from industryt three from
safety and heath and three from
agriculture.
In the event an employer feels
he has received an unjust
penalty, he can contest the
penalty to the review coinmission. This commission is
independent of the Labor
Department and is composed of
three men appointed by the
Governor. Collectively, they
represent industry, labor,
safety and health.

SIC)

regoto..

44iCk
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With livestock prices at
record high levels, why does
there seem to be a shortage of
red meat? This is a question
asked by many consumers as
they find lower supplies of meat
In grocery stores and higher
prices for the meat that la
available.
John Gamble, Extension,
livestock marketing specialist
at the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture, lists
eight reasons for the current
meat supply situation:
1. Tremendous world-wide
demand for red meat.
2. High feed costs.
3. Extreme uncertainity
concerning
the
long-run
profitability of livestock
production.
4. The time lag from conception of an unborn until the
meat is on a dinner table.
Uncertainity
5.
about
government intervention with
the normal supply and demand
of meat.
6. Lack of
a real understanding of a world-wide
concept of marketing meat
products and feed grains.
7. Limited credit availability
coupled With high interest rates.

sic, I'd like to make them feel
like they've seen a complete
concert," said Moss.
Getting to see Barefoot Jerry
is considered a rare treat. In
its five years, the group has
performed on stage only four
times-despite having already
made two impressive albums.
The last one, "Barefoot Jerry,"
is superb both lyrically and
musically but it doesn't boast
the wide-ranging styles of music that the new album will.
The reason for few appearances are twofold: it's taken
five years to get group members who wanted to go on tour
instead of concentrating on
recording; and promotional
problems with recording labels
stemming from financial woes
and bad timing.
But, says Moss, "Every
single member of the band is
now ready to go to Thule,
Greenland, to make it a success."
Two of the group's four appearances have been in Nashville within the last four
Months.' Anothar Lf planned'
here Oct. 7 with thi Marshall
Tucker Band.
"Now that we've gone out
and started playing for people,
the reaction is very gratifying," said Moss.
"When the red light goes on
in a studio, about all you can
say to yourself is, 'I think I've
done well but I really don't
know.' But when the people are
standing on the tables and
jumping, yAtinow you've done
good.
"We try to do what's spontaneous and comes best."

The lAverpool Free Press
reports,
Kanso Yoshida,
comsitt
Emperat Hirohito
of Japan,haa died in
Liver-.

altt4
"Since became to Liverpool

th 1912, Mr. Yoshida has
been
known as Paddy Murphy."
(NS
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TIRE SAVINGS
GOLDEN BEAR

STEEL BELTED
RADIAL

korai

!hp

4 PLY POLYESTER
CORD

"18"

III 75%* more

road hazard
protection

• 12/32 Tread

Singapore sends
woman to gallows

•

August 24, 1973
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby
Girl
Hutchison
(Sherron), Route 2, Dover,
Tenn., Mrs. Barbara Ann
Gillum and Baby Boy, Route 1,
Kiricsey.

Back To School

LOSE WEIGHT
OR MONEY BACK

By any
other name ...

Hospital Report

The latest U.S. Department of
Agriculture figures indicate
that livestock numbers are
fluctuating, the UK economist
notes. Cattle and calves on feed
for slaughter in 23 states on July
1, were up two percent over a
DISMISSALS
year ago. However, placements
Mrs. Twits Ann Anderson,
of cattle and calves during the
April-June 1973 quarter in these Route 1, Hardin, Mrs Marie
same 23 states were down 11 per Elizabeth Saxon, Route 1,
cent from the same quarter in Mayfield, Miss Jennifer Lee
Goodwin, 1615 Locust Drive,
1972.
Hogs and pigs on farms as of Murray, Hoyt Cleaver, Jr.,
June 1, totaled 60.3 million Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Eva
head, one percent less than a Burkeen, Fern Terrace Lodge,
year earlier. The December- Murray, Mrs. Gladys H.
May 1973 pig crop is estimated Hargrove, Fern Terrace Lodge,
as two percent less than a year Murray, Mrs, Mavis Wrather
earlier with the June-November McCamish, 211 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Rose! Jackson
1973 farrowing intentions
considered to be virtually un- (expired), 121 Spruce St.
changed from a year earlier. Murray.

The profitability of selling
corn for $2.50 per bushel arid
soybeans for $5.00 to $8.00 per
bushel versus battling mud and
disease to raise a hog or a steer
for an uncertain profit.
Gamble says it is impossible
to predict at this time what
livestock prices and supplies
will be during the last quarter
of 1973. He points out
that
foreign buyers are competing
witth domestic buyers, for U.S.
beef, with Japanese and
Canadian buyers especially
active.

Occupational Safety And
Health Act In Operation

Thee*
hitingme
is notknowing where tofindine.
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Consumers Question
Shortage Of Meat
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Depth
• 78 Series Wide
Tread

• 20%*
better
handling

• $5" White Wall

• Cooler
running°
• 12%* •
better

* PREMIUM LINE

compered to our conventional
series 4 ply bias tires

_
A-79-13
C-78-13

Whitewall plus $2.30
Fed. Ex. Tax and smooth tire
off car.
ER-78-14

.20.99
22.95

2.0$

White

22

Sidewalk

F-78•15

7.75-15

G-78-15

'11.25-15

H•78-15

855.15

1-78-15

8.85-15

714-4

.9.00-15

•Cridilloc dual white

-Gillette
TIRES

2.53
2.75

FR-78-14

43.95

GH-78-14

48.95

2.57

2.42

HR-78-14

53.95

2.92

2.60

GR-78-15

50.95

2.89

HR-78-15

55.95

3 20

26.95

2.60
3.01

- 28.95

JR-78-15

3.13

58.95

3.43

LR-7845

62.95

3.48

ss

.

stripe

Endurance
•4-Ply Nylon

for High-Spe•el

Cord 12/32"
•Cool Running, Long

Wearing Tread
• Out•tonding Control

SINGLE STRIPE
WHITEWALL

ALL
NEW

FREE
OUNTINC

2.44

Use Your Credit * No Money
Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months
To Pay
with Approved Credit

GILLETTEEI3
EXECUTIVE
PREMIUM
• Engineered

Fed.
cise Tax

-6.50-13

Black Wall

Whitewalls

Prices

Prices

Excise
Tax

855-14
88,5-14
7.35-15
7.75-15
8.2-i5

15.95
16.95
17.95
17.95
18.95
19.95
N -A..
17.95
17.95
18.95

8.5515

19.95

. 6.95-14
7.35-14
7.75-14,
8.25-14

ifi.95

S1.75

17.95
18.95
199%
20.95
2145
24.95
IR 95
19.95
_20.95

1.90
2.00
2.12
2.29
2.46
271
2.00
2,13
9.34

21 95

'2.43

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points
- Murray
Phone 753-3164
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30
- Sat. 7:30-5:00

),
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100% banlon
Men's
knit shirt for great back
school fashions!
to
Choose from 4-button
placket oc rib knit moc
crew neck. Sizes S to
XL in assorted colors.

A. LADIES NOVELTY BLOUSE
Choose from a large assortment
of novelty tops for your back to
school wardrob0! Assorted styles
and colors. Sizes 30 to 36.

Ladies
Ladies
A.'POLY-COTTON B. KNIT SLACKS
PANTS

B. LADIES SCREEN PRINT TOP
100% polyester screen print tops to
suit your fancy! Short sleeve, button
or zip front, pointed collar. Sizes 32
to 38 in assorted prints.
meral

- Ladies poly/cotton pants with
cinch waist, stitched crease and
cuff. Sizes 8 to 18 in red, navy,
brown.

C. LADIES KNIT TOP

54

100% polyester short sleeve knit tops
for fall fashions! Pullover styling.
Sizes S, M, L in assorted patterns
and colors.

D. LADIES CARDIGAN SWEATER
100% acrylic long sleeve
sweater with saddle shoulder. Sizes 34 to 40 in lots of
fall colors.

100% acrylic double knit pants
with 2" waistband, 28" flare
leg. Sizes 10 to 18 in fashionable colors.

100% polyester double knit pants
with 2" waistband, cuff, button
trim. Sizes 8 to 18 in assorted,
colors.

twill
Poly/avri I
pants with double
belt trim, fly front,
barrel leg with cuff.
Sizes 5 to 13 in
fall colors.

Ladies Two-Tone
FASHION OXFORD
Vinyl oxfords with
perf trim, woodlook sole and heel.
Sizes to 10 In
brown.
Rog. 6.44

uppers
Manmade
with moc vamp and
tricot lining. Sizes
0-10IR brown.

Choose from a -Urge tieTection of
junior dresses in different styles for
fall! Sizes 5 to 13 In assorted colors.

Deck type calculator
with battery saver cirbattery,
AC
cuitry.
solid state, full function. A great item for
back to school!

Girls sizes 7 to 14
in assorted prints'
Machine washable'

A fantastic guitar for
the
young beginner'
Get this 6-string-,- flat
top guitar today and
save'
Unconditionally guaranteed!
Open channel
loading'
and
Strong
quick setting!

Express yourself with
FLAIR' 12 colors!

4
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You.and Your

Sprinkler Systems Effective
In Keeping Hogs Cooled Down

LEXINGTON, KY - A
sprinkler system provides an
effective way to protect hogs
from heat stress during hot
weather. That is pointed out by
Douglas Overhults and George
Duncan, Extension agricultural
engineers at the University of
of
Kentucky
College
Agriculture.
They explain that hogs begin
to experience severe heat stress
when the temperature is above
90 degrees. It is hard for hogs to
eliminate body heat because
they do not sweat. Wetting the
hog's skin results in surface
greater
and
evaporation
comfort when temperatures are
high. The spray should wet both
the hogs and the floor.
UK
The
agricultural
engineers recomended using
sprinklers-not fog nozzleswhich deliver 1 to 1.5 gallons of
a sea elephant in the water per minute when
I I \(H TIME-Displaying a suppleness not associated v. ith its Peo-tna bulk,
( AP 1% irephoto
•
operating to 10-12 hogs (or one
snack.
Frankfort, Ger ,zoo bends over backv4ards for a lunch-time fish
pen). The spinklers should
cover one-fourth to one-half of
the floor area. For slatted
floors, the nozzles should be
over the slatted portion. The
sprinklers should be thermostatically controlled to start
at temperatures above 113
"If I ever work it out in
degrees,and should be set with
horrified as young people with
By ANN BLACKMAN
mind about politics, I a timeclock to operate one or
own
their
resembling
backgrounds
Associated Press Writer
two minues out of ten.
might," he said.
WASHINGTON (API - At 28, own-college chums in some
B. Waring Partridge has all the cases-have been consumed by
the scandal" that has shamed
makings of a good politician.
He's tall, handsome. Republi- and shadowed the White House.
The lessons of Watergatecan, a Vietnam veteran, Ivy
brutal confessions of perstark,
disis
his
name
League. Even
tinctive. His straight, dark hair jury', financial mtsdealings, the
is just beginning to hint of gray twisting of the political procat the temples. His words are ess-have come home.
"It gave me a sinking feeling
carefully measured, his manner
to watch those hearings," said
easy.
Patridge camilo Washington Partridge, sitting with chin
from the tiny town of South cupped in hand. "The Bart PorWindham, Vt., to get a look at ters, Duke Sloans, Gordon Stranational politics and perhaps chans-people who are roughly
my age,some friends of friends
run for public office some day.
But that was 20 months ago. of mine, many with the same
Watergate was just a fancy credentials I have.
'There's a lot of emphasis on
building.
doing your job well," the Yale
Now he's not sure.
The more I see of politics, graduate said. "And I've been
the more that I see it destroys successful because .a lot of
your personal life." said Par- people thought I did my job
tridge in an interview on Capi- well. But there's little emphasis
tol Hill. "...Not only are you as on ethics or the philosophy of
an individual on public display, right and wrong. Success is ofbut your family and friends are ten defined by your employer."
Has he learned one basic lesdrawn into the public arena.
"I'm more cautious now, par- son about running a political
tially because of some of the campaign?
"The point has been brought
destructive side effects in an
event such as Watergate. There home that you can't have
are many minor figures whose people with no ethical subcareers have been ruined by stance making political deciWatergate, some for no good sions," Partridge said, "because, when the pressure is on,
reason."
Partridge, a congressman's, they have no experience to fall
administrative assistant, is typ- back on."
Partridge may decide to run
ical of ambitious, service-minded young people who flock to for public office-"Within the
Washington, eager to taste the next 10 years, I should be a
heady brew of politics, groom- candidate or a campaign maning for their own name on the ager at least several times," he
said.
door
Marriage'
But now, many have watched

Young Politicians May Be Scared
Of Politics By Watergate Scandal

Hospital Report

August 23, 1973
ADULTS 96
Open front buildings should NURSERY 3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
have all ventilation doors and
Baby Boy Howell 1Romona
curtains completely open. As
temperatures drop, sprinklers Lynn), Route 1, Benton
DISMISSALS
should stop at about 80 to 83
degrees to keep hogs from
Mrs. Nell Woods, Route 8,
chilling. Sprinklers should not
be used for very young pigs, Benton, Robert Hoke, Route 1,
according to Overhults and Murray, Mrs. Jo Ann Jackson,
Route 1, Benton, Mrs. Martha
Duncan.
Lee Underwood, Puryear,
systems
cooling
Evaporatize
Roy Tracy Steele,
Tenn.,
for totally enclosed swine
Porter Stricklin,
feeding floors or farrowing Hardin, Bennis
Mrs. Mary
Mayfield,
7,
Route
some
provide
also
can
houses
Route 5,
Garrison,
Kathryn
For
relief from heat stress.
Murray, Miss Dorothy Lynne
these systems to be effective,
1610 Miller, Murray,
the humidity must be low Esisley,
Ann Tabers, 1619
Mrs.
Shirley
to
percent)
enough (below 50-55
Mrs. Mollie
allow suitable cooling of the air. Kirkwood, Murray,
Clinmaintained Colbert, 523 E. Jackson,
properly
A
Helene
Mary
Mrs.
ton,
evaporative cooling system
Box 73D,
should lower air temperature Holsapple, Route 8,
Murray, James Dolphus
eight to twelve degrees on a
Brannon, Route 1, Puryear
typical Kentucky day.
Tenn., Lonnie Edward West,
Overhults and Duncan say the Route 1, Sedalia, Mrs. Flora
sprinkler cooling system using
May Brantley, New Concord.
nozzles is generally preferable
in Kentucky because of the
The Atlantic continental shelf
investment and maintenance extends for about 125 miles off
cost and limited effective use of the coast of Nova Scotia, and up
the evaporative cooling syst- to 300 miles off the coast of
'ems. More information on Newfoundland.
cooling systems for hogs isavailable from Overhults or
The Canadian ShielCia by far
Duncan through the - 'UK
the largest and oldest structural
l
Agricultura
of
t
Departmen
land feature in Canada.
Engineering.

Frothing
By Raymond A. Min
Veterinary Se'
Norman Labor
When a dog begii
around the mouth,
triggers fear among

Crossword

HAIRSTYLING. NUN-Sister Pietro Ryan loves to get into
of a
people's hair and she does it every day in her job as manager
Mankato, Minn.. beauty salon. She pats the finishing touches to
the hair of Mrs. Carl Peterson.
(AP Wirepbete)

days left!

Five Inigidaire
Automatic
Ice Astaker.

Paducah Seminar -To-focus On
Fires In High-Rise Buildings
Ky.-Officials deputy fire marshal in the
PADUCAH,
interested in public safety will Office of the State Fire Marbe considering the problems of shal. "We don't know how to
fires in high-rise buildings approach the problem of highduring a seminar at Paducah rise fires."
The seminar, "Life Safety
Community College Monday
Tuesday, August 20-21. —-end Tali BuildingsiU-swill be
"This should be considered an sponsored by Paducah Comemergency seminar because of munity College, the Paducah
the urgency of the situation," Fire Department and the
said Ernest Murphy, chief Office of the Fire Marshal. The
majority of the participants will
be officials from state and
federal governments, and
Kentucky industries and
schools, Murphy said.
Participants will consider
the
techniques,
resuce
psycholqgy of panic, fire
prevention and .,evacuation.
High rise fires in Atlanta, New
')rleans and other cities will be
discussed.
A panel on the "Strategy of
Prevention" will be presented
at 7:30 p.m.Monday, Panel
participants include Warren
Southworth, state fire marshal;
Norman Lawson, Department
'of Legislative Research; Glen
Lovern, director of the Kentucky Municipal League; and
Smith, executive
Scotty
-secretary, State of Kentucky
AFL-CIO.
Speaking on "Tactics and
Strategy" at 1:30 p.m. Monday
will be Co. Robert Catlett,
Louisville Fire Department;
Lose ugly excess weight with the
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
'CMef Earl McDaniel, Lexington
plan. Nothing sentational just
Fire Department and Elmer
steady weight loss for those that
Beckett, Kentucky Office of
really want to lose.
Defense.
Civil
$2.50.
only
supply
day
A fititl 12
Robert Hopkins, assistant
The price of two cups of coffee.
sProfessor of psychology at
Ask Holland drug stone a
alaau! the FAT-GO reducing plan
Paducah Community. College,
an stirflosing weigh -this
will speak on the psychology of
Money back in full if not completepanic at 10:50 a.m. Monday.
from
loss
weight
ly satisfied with
The seminar is a beginning
the veafisst package.
to - explore and to "ateffort
DON'T DELAY
tempt to arrive at an answer" to
today.
0
b
FATget
the problem of high-rise fires,
Only 57 'IQ at Holland Drug
,
Store
Southworth said.
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Get an Automatic
Ice Maker free when you
buy this popular size
Frigidaire refrigerator!
Naturally, plumbing
installation is extra.

2 Ur
ACROSS
It
1 Priest's vest3
J.
m.mt
4 Part of church
I,
8 Portico
4
12 Federal &gency (abbr.)
5 Ec
13 Turns wound.
in
track
7 Si
14 Labor
8 RI
15 Sea eagle
9
16 Fundamental
10 LL
truth
SI
11
18 DemoI eves
17 S.
20 Profound
21 Indefinite-arti19 Pr
cle
22 Things In law
22 DI
23 Greenland
21 S
sett lemeat
ii
27 Greek letter
25 RI
29 Proposition
Pc
26
Trap
30
31 Near
270
321401.
33 Ancient
34 Teutonic dotty =
35 Lid
37 A month
tr.
38 Ethiopian title
39 Pitcher
40 Temporary
bed
41 Hebrew letter
42 Employed
44 Move
ildMvesit
7 ,
47 Chief •veculive
51 Organ of hearing
52 Rant
53 Brother of
Jacob
39
54 Goddess of
healing
debt
in
Is
55
58 Pierce
57 Title of
47
respect
(ebb(
52
DOWN

35

1 Genus of maples
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BLONDIE

THE PHANTC

1

Supply limited.

$379

Now ycu can get ,he convenience of an Automatic Ice Maker, free, when you purchase this
new, 100% Frost-Proof 17.0 Cu. ft. Frigidaire
refrigerator -freezer. Up top, you'll find a roomy
4.75 Cu. ft. freezer. In the refrigerator section.
there's a large FloWing Cold Meat Tender, twin
Hydrators and the convenience of three fullyadjustable cantilever shelves.

NANCY
THE

FRUI7

ME

E3/

Hurry! Offer ends
August 31!

Watch Your

FAT. GO

WARDELKINS
Court Square -

--

--Murray,
Phone 7534713---

LIL' ABNER

'CHARLIE
CHANDLE

STABLE
SANITIZIKIC

_
FPC13-1701-1.1
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You and Your Pet
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Frothing Not Always Cause For Alarm In Dog
By Raymond A. Minor, D-y.M.
Veterinary Services
Norman Laboratories
When a dog begins frothing
around the mouth, it usually
triggers fear among people who

are not familiar with a dog's
ways.
Frothing, unaccompanied by
other disorders, generally is no
cause for alarm. But you should
understand the important reinAmino to Yeetezcleye Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
2 Unit of
ACROSS
Italian
currency
1 Priest's vest3 Japanese
ment
shout of
4 Part of church
felicitation
8 Portico
4 mountains of
12 Federal agenEurope
cy (abbr./
5 Equality
13 Turns around.
6 Insect
track
7 Slaves'
14 Labor
8 Remuneration
15 Sea eagle
9 Cover
16 Fundamental
10 Lubricate
truth
11 Beverage
18 Demolish*,
17 Symbol for
20 Profound21 IndiatnitarldE__... cerium
Printer's
cle
ITIOILINUM
22 Things. In t,"
22 Decay
23 Greenland
24 Symbol for
sattlemeat
tantalum
27 Greek litter
25 Region
29 Preposition
26 Possessive
30 Trap
pronoun
31 Near
27 Gait
32 Hole
33 Ancient
34 Teutonic dotty
35 Lid
37 A month
38 Ethiopian title
39 Pitcher
40 Temporary
bed
41 Hebrew letter
42 Employed
44 Move
sidewise
47 Chief executive
51 Organ of hearing
52 Rant
63 Brother of
Jacob
54 Goddess of
healing
55 Is in debt
66 Pierce
57 Title of
respect
(ebb, I
DOWN

OWO 110 DOOM

U00TOO uomos
En
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mum M000
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W0061 MOMM
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O
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CUMIN

28 Pack away
29 Evergreen
tree
30 Crafty
32 Reads
33 Grain
30 Brother of
Odin
37 Unpretentious
38 Buy back
40 Gives up

41 Greek letter
43 Spanish to,
"reel44 Blunt end
45 Den
46 Is mistaken
47 In favor of
48 Uncooked
49 Girt; name
60 Au group
(ebb(
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LUKEN I START SCHOOL
WILL I GET THE
liEXT
SAAlE DESK I HAD LAST'(EM?
S.

I;
WI\

BLONDIE

lot.
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If the dog is unconscious or
Uonship between frothing and
when the fit has subsided,
fits.
Frothing in itself is not an remove him to a quiet,
ailment. Motionsicimess may semidark room. You can also
bring it on-even a short car place him in a crate or box,
ride. Occasionally, frothing at making sure it is a place where
the mouth may occur during he won't injure himself.
When the dog regains conteething of a young puppy or
s and is able to
sciousnes
a
of
tion
following administra
swallow, give him a sedative
bitter-tasting medicine.
your
by
Close observation of the dog is prescribed
an.
veterinari
has
frothing
the
best until
The fit, whether mild or
subsided. If the condition was
triggered by a minor cause, the severe,should be followed up by
frothing should terminate on its a complete physical checkup.
Remeber,the fit is not a disease
own.
Whatever the circumstances, itself; but it is a certain sign
It is best to consult your that something is wrong that
veterinarian for an accurate needs immediate attention.
It is a good practice, when
diagnosis and treatment.
A word of caution: Frothing taking your dog to the
usually precedes a fit and can veterinarian for his regular
be indicative of a serious vaccinations, to get apdisorder. If this is the case, you propriate medication and have _
should let the dog alone until the it on hand for such emergenfit has terminated, and consult cies.
your veterinarian afterward.
Puppy fits are sometimes Brained telephones
RANO% Eft, Germany
caused by normal teething or by
worms. They may also result 111'11 - Braille telephones are
from fright or a sudden noise, being installed in the West
German (:enter for the Deaf
from too much sun, from a lack and Blind. 'rhe
telephones,
of water and from faulty developed b.s the Siemens
feeding. In several diseases, Compt.ny. use a braille
such as distemper, fits are typewriter to transmit, while
the receiver raises dots on a
almost always present.
The fit may last for only a few tape.
Calls are dialed in the normal
moments. The dog will begin way. A liar rises to indicate a
barking excitedly, stiffen and called number is engaged. A
stare glassy-eyed. His jaws will deaf and blind person discovers
clamp tight and sometimes he he is being called b, feeling the
will cut his tongue-flecking telephone ‘ihrating.
blood upon the froth that is
Two-thirds of the People's
usually present.
The dog may stagger and fall Republic of China, the world's
down while his legs will con- third largest country, is mountainous or semi-desert land.
tinue to push and pump.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

--old

1
0

DYNAMIC
NEW COMPANY
OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP

EARN $300 TO $500 PER
WEEK

GREAT NEW PRODUCT
SUPERIOR LEAD SYSTEM
For appointment call Don Philpot collect at Murray
502-753-5986 Monday August 27th, 12 noon to 2 p.m. and
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.; Tuesday August 28th, 9 a.m. to 10
a.m., 12 noon to 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.; Wednesday, August 29th, 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

(WE SEEK MEN & WOMEN
SALES REPRESENTATIVES)

-BIDING THE RAILS-Mr. annirs. Charlie Vyskoc0 and their
dog riffles wave to welcomers in Seattle after a trip via boxcar
from Lincoln, Neb. They rode in the boxcar under a 19th century
railroad homestead policy which allows a man to ride free with
his livestock when shipping. Mrs. Vyskocil had to pay $10 for the
trip. They plan to settle in Auburn, Wash.
(AP WIrephoto

DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell service "Walt Disney
Products,"
engraved golden metal social
accounts. High earnings! Income
security plates. See Rosebud over $1,000.00. per month
Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone.
'possible! Inventory necesinitY
753-3422.
September13C 13,290.000 to start! Call collect
A29P

Mr. Davis(214) 243-1961.
MUSIC

MUSIC

Back to School Specials ... .

Money Needed For
Pollution Control

S n
MUSIC LESSON-Accordio
-Drums

-Voice
-Piano
-Organ

-Guitar
-Trumpet

-Banjo
-Band

Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the ,...
month of September.
water and sewage is
storm
FRANKFORT, Ky.estimated at $952 million.
Kentucky needs more money
The $13.2 million and $19.7
for waterpollution control than
million appropriations for
Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
according
it is likely to receive,
Kentucky for 1973 and 1074 were
to a recent study.
based on a partial needs study BEGINNING PIANO lessons for FOR PIANO lessons call Jenna
The "needs" survey comdone by EPA. The present both adult and children, also Carter at 492-8378.
A28C
Water
of
Division
pleted by the
first comthe
was
survey
openings
Limited
voice.
in the Kentucky Department for
prehensive nationwide survey available. Contact Mrs. Roy
Natural Resources and Enwhat sewage treatment Dunn 753-1712.
of
AVIC
vironmental Protection shows
TUNING-repair PIANO
facilities are needed and at
that the state needs about $2.2
Prompt expert ser.
rebuilding
costs.
what
t,
PIANO, BAND Instrumen
billion to reach the 1983 federal
for use violin, guitar and jazz lessons vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
adopted
The
formula,
water pollution requirements.
with the original needs survey, Phone Erwin or Pat Chandler W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
That comes to about $222
TFC
cut Kentucky out of much 753-1470.
September 29C Phone 753-8911.
million a year until 1983.
said.
money,
Harris
"Since our allocation from the
"Back in 1972, Kentucky
AUTOS Fort SALE
federal government for fiscal
AUTOS FOR SALE
$32 million in conreceived
year 1973 is $13.2 million and for
struction grants for building
$974 it's $19.7 million, we aren't waste treatment facilities, but
deadline,"
likely to meet the
that was based on a populationsaid Thomas 0. Harris, com- economic formula," Harris
missioner of the environmental
said. "Kentucky got 1.6 percent
department. "In short, all those
of $2 billion federal funds."
municipalities, sanitation
Last October, when the
Limited. 4 door hardtop, air conditioning, tilt steering-power
districts and area development
federal government switched to
windows, power 60-40 seats, power antenna, rear window
a
meet
us
who helped
the "needs" formula for
defroster, radial tires, AM-FM stereo radio, loaded with
requirement for completing this
dividing up the federal grants,
other Buick accessories, One owner, extra sharp and extra
study in less than a month get
Kentucky slid from 1.6 percent
clean
there
out
finding
of
the thanks
to .66 percent, Harris said. "In
isn't enough money to go around
the Commonwealth lost
fact,
unless more federal monies are
money because we had been
ed.
appropriat
working on the water pollution
"Right now we have about 100 problem when some states
only
applications for grants and
weren't said Harris. "There
enough money to partially were 33 states, including
comassist ten of those
Kentucky, that had moved
munities," Harris continued. ahead and were penalizing
The survey of towns of a at
funds cuts. The 17 states that
least 10,000, sanitation districts
hadn't done much were
and a sample of areas outside
rewarded with more money."
about 130 forints or more than
those towns and districts acAlthough Congress authorized
By ERNIE REED
$5 at the official tourist rate of
counted for two-thirds of
$5 billion for sewage treatment
Copley News Service
24 forints for a dollar.
Kentucky's population.
grants for 1973, President Nixon
The Hungarian metropolis
The U.S. Environmental
BUDAPEST - With the
only $2 billion for
has
released
has never been noted for inProtection Agency (EPA),
tensions,
East-West
of
This
easing
1973 and $3 billion for 1974.
ternational cooking but there
which distributes the sewage
Western - visitors are pouring
resta -b-rentucifty
1are some fine restaurants.
treatment grants to the states, an amount for 1973 and 1974 that
into the Hungarian capital,
and most of them have Gyps)
the
make
to
required each state
which has a marked scarcity
equals its allotment for
almost
music with strolling musi"needs" survey of all sewage 1972.
of hotel rooms.
and talented violinists.
cians
treatment projects eligible for
Many tourists even go to
Experts maintain that the
grants.
ction
,
24
-1 Budapest, which has almost sharp Hungarian cuisine imconstru
4::*:(01011:$::0 20.4
Municipalities and other
two million inhabitants, withproves in direct proportion to
governmental agencies, but not
out advance room reservathe amount of wine and Gypsy
apply.
can
tions. They do so at the urging
industries,
music digested with the food.
nationof affiliate Hungarian
Guidelines are being developed
Fish and chicken soups, meatal tourist agency, Ibusz, in
to insure that industries
stuffed cabbage rolls with
Vienna that tells them they
discharging into the municipal
sour cream, and dishes of
can afford to take a ehance on
white river fish, beef, lamb,
sewers pay their share.
accommodations
finding
chicken and pork with HunTo insure compatibility with
when they get there.
garian sauces are some of the
municiapl treatment, industries
Thus, many Westerners are
specialties that should be
may have to pre-treat their
at the mercy of the hotel
sampled. In fact, it is difficult
(WHENEVER I WRITE
waste before it is discharged
WHAT ARE
clerks, who are said to be the
to find a really bad restaurant
into the system, Harris said.
BANANA, I CAN'T
SI:oti DOING? 1
someone 1162
Know
: real capitalists of Budapest
here if one can cope with
pay
to
have
industries
'Then,
°STOP
The clerks are literally
heavy-caloried meals.
who'll soon ..ta€ today.
their share of treatment costs,"
rolling in foreign currency.
if
instance,
"For
Two outstanding restauhe conintued.
These clerks look over the
celebrate a ?
rants are Mathias Pince Kelan industry uses 60 percent of
BUY A
sr; foreign crowds of desperate
ler and the special Gypsy
the sewage treatment plant's
BANANANANANANAr
room seekers each morning
Room of the Duna-Interconticapacity, over a period of time
and after sizing them up they
nental Hotel. Both have a lot
they'll pay 60 percent of the cost
best
likely
most
the
out
pick
of atmosphere plus excellent
of the plant."
accomscarce
tippers for the
The Royal Hotel also has
food.
modations. A visitor in some
The needed $2.2 billion breaks
good cooking, and breakfasts
gettime
difficult
a
has
cases
1!
:4;
down into live steps for
Send them greetings;
there are especially fine.
ting change for a 10 or 20
reaching the 1983 clean water
and
The Royal Palace .'estauhotels,
these
note in
: with a Happy Ad in y forintresult
requirements. Obtaining
rant on the Buda side is interhe has to fork over
as a
secondary treatment facilities
food and high
our Classified SectionA a larger tip than he originally esting butnotthematch
BUT IF IT'S A IMTIECT11.1"
IN WHICH OF SAM
......_
about $200 million.
cost
will
the atmocil)
prices
A
IT'S
iF
intended.
THIS!.
IES?
USES
,
CAPACIT
PROBLEM AN
Advance treatment will cost
sphere.
Prices also have climbed in
WHICH IS YO'1-11R11.4.—
=si'TARN PROBLF-K
3 3
$180 million. An infiltration
BROOM OR ENRAIN
recent months but not nearly
Public transportation en4
It
— -*
Just call
P
tgir
EQUi
Uli
removal program to dispose of
as in Vienna and
services are verf
much
personal
as
11
If
unwanted water, such as that Al:
other Western capitals. A sincheap. One can get a haircut
16
753-19
1
from bad pipes, will cor,' $193
for about 8 cents, a shave for
gle room with bath and.breakand
million.. Intercepter
place your °OE fast in a first-class hotel like 'the same price, and a pedi01to
the Royal can be obtained for
cure Tar about 70 cents. A
collection_ lines used to connect
- bill Taftif only
streetcar or
$16. Drinks at the hotel bars
the discbailers of liquid waste
can be very expensive unless
about tsPO cents. By cortneuiwith the treatment facility will
the local prodson,a streetear fare in Vienna
-cost $750 million. Separation of 41'
'
:f one sticks to
:
costsabout 30 cedts,a haircut
ucts like Barack, an apricot
water and sewage will
Wine. A
TOltay
a
or
or—morlf; An a -pedicure
brandy.,
Jefferson
In
billion.
cost $1.08
about $2.50.
shot cc Napoleon brandy costs
County the cost of separating

J6B MUSIC CENTER

* FOR SALE *

1969 Buick Electra 225

THE PHANTOM

753-2411

Like Budapest?
-reserve- a-- -notorn

BEATLE BAILEY

NANCY
THE FRUIT STORE
MAN GAVE
ME THESE
BANANAS

I'LL MAKE
A SIGN AND
SELL
THEM
;

'

BUY A

BANiA
1
LIL' ABNER
CHARLIE.CHARLIE
LER
CHAND
LER
CHAND
_1

STABLE

L NITLJG

DISCREET'
DETECTING

fel

P, 2ES

LIKE
10
GCNSULT

170,11-k
VA
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Vall1111,

ITS EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
AUTOS FOR SALE

WANTADS

WM Notice

SF.RVICM OFFERED

PEST CONTROL
OPEL G.T.-1971. Excellent
condition. PtitRie 753-7303.
34C FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating ComLINCOLN-1971 Mark III, 33,000 pany,753-7266.
actual miles. New tires, excellent
TFC
condition. Contact Larry Hurt at
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Murray Supply. September BC
GROCERY STORE with or
MUSTANG-1966, V8 automatic without living quarters. Will take
with power steering. Best offer. house or farm in on trade. Phone
September21P
Phone 7534759.
A30C 753-1408.
SERVICES OFFERED
FORD TRUCK-1973, F100
custom, small Vti, straight shift. CONSTRUCTION WORK.
Phone 753-8045.
A29C Garages, patio, driveway, walls.
Phone Lee Childress 7536170.
LOST & FOUND
A29P

.y11001111rI,

STE-ef
deft mon.
•Ill) v6.••• hers ted/s.s.

" w)LL mARC1A (SET WELL? WILL ALBERTA
MARRY FRED? TUNE IN TOMORROW NOTICE

NOTICE

Turn
spare time
into
spare cash

Leave your heavy cleaning
up to the experts at

SERVICE MASTER
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING
,/ Carpets
e- Furniture
v• Walls
•, Window,

247-7333
Contact the DCKLIIIIIIILOCIIC office nearest you:
National Hotel Building
Phone 263-9204

a**************
**4
* Now is the time to help your
ti

Please seed as Iris lulenesese meet yaw lax amenities come
1111/Mtimid Rem ls eaflosillse eal es Weems set tea
0Oasis Corse

•

•

2443.
**************#

•

CARD OF THANKS

LOST
PRESCRIPTION
LIMNza
sunglasses with chain in Murray FREE
We wish to Mann everyone who
ESTIMATE on septic tank
area. If found phone 753CLIP AND MAIL TODAY
•
•
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC has been so helpful during
4768.
A30C
Bernard's stay in the hospital,
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. the nurses and aides on 3rd floor, *************••*
Houses
trimmed -formica tops physical therapy, Mrs. Spiceland
Legal Notice
Murray Home & Auto *
and doors-custom building and, and Mrs. Russell. To Dr. AmADVERTISING
•
remodeling. Quelity work- mons, Dr. Lowery and the
DEADLINES
..•••••• Phone
emergency room crew, also
Fiscal Court, Calloway County
All
display
ads, classified
the next regular meeting Sep- 0790.
September 17C thanks to all of ydu. who gave *Archery Equipment*
display
and
regular
money, sent flowers or cards and
tember 13, 1973, will consider the
display, must be submitted
visited. A special thanks to
enactment of the following • or- GUTTERING BY
Sears. Sears
by 12 noon, the day before
ttnances
seamless gutters, installed per Jimmy and Diann Johnson, Max
publication.
and Betty Dowdy, Marilyn and
Montgo
ordinance Number 1: Be it or- your specifications. Call
mery
Ward
Larry Jerry
All reader classifieds
1203
Edwards, Willard and Inez
dained by the Fiscal Court of Lyles at 753-2310 for
Chestnut
free Thweatt
be submitted by 4
Sale, Wednesday only
Calloway County:
, Joe Pat and Sue Thestimate
TFC weatt
m. the day before
tO percent off all Returnee
and my sister Sharon for
Goods
blication.
Section 1 As used in this ortheir help and support.
Open till 7 oo p 54
dinance unless the context WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex- Bernard and Carolyn Steen and
requires otherwise, "obtain" tor Painting. Phone 753-4832 children.
ITP
means, in relations to labor or rom f100 a.m. 4:00 p.m. and •
NOTICE
service, to secure performance 53-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
timates.
thereof
September 18C
Section 2- It shall be unlawful
for any person to intentionally
obtain ambulance service by ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
The School for
deception, threat or false token or Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
Little People
other means to avoid payment for
the service which he knows are,EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
Teachers:
Sue Heiss
available only for compensation. roof house and furnish shingles
for $19.00 a square, also will do
Linda Haverstock
This License covers the following items for sale
Section 3: Any person who patch jobs. Phone 753-6569
Ages 4 & 5 Kindergarten
violates the provisions of Section
A28NC
or selling: Cold Drinks, Ice Cream, Tobacco
2 of this ordinance shall be fined
Classes Beginning
not greater than $500 or im753-7962
prisoned in the county jail not
Products, Restaurants, Pool Hall, Billiard Halls,
more than twelve months, or B & C CONSTRUCTION work.
Complete block basements,
both.
Vending Machines, and Theatres.
walls,
patios,
Section 4: Should any part of retaining
this order be held invalid by sidewalks, etc. Ten years excourt of competent jurisdiction, perience. Free estimates. Phone
September 26C
the reaming parts shall be in full 437-4765.
force and effect.
ANYONE . INTERESTED in
Ordinance Number 2: An orplaying bridge can Alma Tracy
dinance relating to mass JOHN'S REPAIR Service
A29C
Openings for Beginners, 753-4602.
gatherings summarized as Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentr
y.
Phone
753-5897 days or
follows:
Please Phone
ages 6-13.
TFC
Any mass gathering of persons 753-7625 nights.
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
Your
in an unenclosed location must BURNET
repair and late. New Concord
T'S MOBILE Home
Dial 753-4647
•
make application for a license to Service
, 1105 Lackey Street,
Rosd,phoneg53-8114.
TFC
hold such a mass gathering to the Paducah
, Ky. Patio covers, 14
Fiscal Court at least 15 days in different
colors to choose from.
advance. The application shall be Underpe
nning and anchors
made in writing and the applicant Central air
If No Results:
conditioning. 24 hour
must submit plans showing he service. Phone
Phone:
502-442his made dequate provisions for 3115.
G. T. Brandon and John T. Brandon
September 7C
have
sold
Brandon's
Health and Police protection
Tire Service located at 511 So. 3rd St.,
Murray, Ky. As of
before his application will be TIMBER-LODGE on
Sept.
1,
1973,
we
will
no
Before 5:00 p.m.
longer be affiliated with this
Tennapproved:
• basiness. Therefore, no responsible
Tacky Lake,Route-k-SprMgville
for any 404 inThen
Ail persona interested in Tennessee, will build complete
clined after this date
-. .
commenting on these ordinances fireplaces, starting at onl
- C. T. Brandon
sktiuld contact Fiscal Court $695.00. Selection of stones
members prior to September 11, available. Satisfaction
After 5:30 p.m. and
.1ohn T. Brandon
1973, or be present at said guaranteed. Phone 901-593Until 6:30 p.m.
nieeting
1TC 3534
TFC

BEAR

Educational
Learning Center

NOTICE

September 1, 1973, a Penalty will be
put on all Occupational Licenses.

Notice!!

Lyndii Cochran
Dance Studio

If You Miss
Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First

NOTICE

753-1916

753-7278

HOSTESS WANTED,part time,2
to four hours in the evening. 5 or 6
days each week. Triangle Inn,
753-4953.
A30C

•
a
•

CAY

FOR SALE
TREATED FENCE posts, also
poles cut any length. Phone 7530674.
A28C

• 1.o412110
CAL g•

TOUCH MASTER five Underwood typewriter, practically
new,$100.00. Phone 753-4710 A29C
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
Go Bese Tablets & E-Vap "water
pills." Holland Drug Store, 109
South 4th.
A29C
COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Kentucky.
October1C
MOWER, 5 H.P. rider, Briggs &
Stratton engine, forward and
reverse. New, $195.00. Phone 7534782.
SeptemberlOC

IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
40 HOUR week,$1.80 hour. Apply remove spots as they appear with
in the shoe department at Big K, Blue Lustre. Rent electric
see Mr. Bartell or Mr. Terhune. shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
The right person could enter Shopping Center.
SIC
management training
WANTED PART time help, program.
A31C BELTONE FACTORY fresh
weekends at Ex-Cel Gas Station,
hearing aid batteries for all make
403Sycamore.?bone 753WANTED HOUSEKEEPER,one hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A29C
9039.
or IWO &is a week. Phone 753.
91114 after 5:30p.m.
A31C CONCRETE STEPPING stones ,
n
and concrete splash blocks
SALES CONSULTANT, married Murray Lumber. Company. 104
with sales experience. Salary Maple Street.
A29C
plus commission and auto expense. Expected weekly incOme SORRY SAL is now a merry gal.
$250 to $300. This is a licensed She used Blue Lustre rug and
Sales position with excellent upholstery cleaner. Rent electric
future. Dial Paducah 443-4594 for shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
an appointment.
AMC Five Points.
We are looking for a person
SIC
,with talent and pride as a
WANTED LADY to keep two CL 350 motorcycle, low, low. .
breakfast coot to loin our
year old child in my home, every mileage. Completely chopped
Tuesday, from 7:15 to 11:30 a.m. and two new 15" radial time.
Must furnish morning tran- Phone 753-6012.
A3ONC
sportation. Phone 753-4878. A28C
PORTABLE
TELEVISION,
WANTED HOUSEKEEPER, used, black and white, with
Phone 753-4953
Thursday or Friday. References stand, $25.00. Phone 753required. Must have own tran- 5747.
A30C
sportation. Phone 753-5583 after
5:00p.m
A28C GIRL'S BICYCLE, 26". Also 3
NIGHT COOK wanted, full time.
speed spider bike. Phone 753-5447
Apply in person to Trenholm's
atter 5:00 p.m.
A30C
Restaurant, Chestnut
WE'LL TRAIN YOU
Street
A30C
IN LAW ENFORCEMENT
TABLE AND chairs; three
FOR A JOB OVERSEAS
horses. Phone 7534940.
A30C
NEED MORE income? Want
OR IN THE STATES
extra spending money? Earn
Today's Army will pay you
AIR CONDITIONER, 12,000
while working part time. Set your
full salary while you learn
BTU, two years old, 115 volt
own hours. For Information
to be a Military Policeman.
Excellent condition. Reasonable.
phone 7534470. September4NC
Then we'll give you a job
Phone 753-9781 after 5:00
overseas or in the States.
p.m.
A30C
You'll also get 30 days paid
vacation a year to see a
MOVING-LIKE new frost free
little of the world. Plus
Westinghouse 19 cubic foot
many other benefits. Call
freezer-refrigerator combination
247-4525.
with ice maker, cost $519.00, sell
WANTED REPORTING clerk for $300.00 Furniture like
collection clerk. Must be walnut colored. Humidifier, good
Chemical plant or related and
excellent
typist,
some as new. Cost about $90.00, sell for
bookkeeping experience. Apply $35.00. Leather covered inlaid
experience desirable
in person to Credit Bureau of walnut veneer round table,
very
but not necessary.
Murray,304 Maple Street. A28C nice, $60.00. Walnut veneer desk
and chair, $70.00. Two walnut
Send Resume to:
PLUMBERS HELPER wanted, veneer end tables. Fishing poles;
Box 32-M
age 25 to 45. Experience three chrome clothes and shoe
preferred, but not necessary. racks; 7' high, 4' wide; old table;
- Murray,Sy.42071
Good working conditions. Send old metal cabinet, etc. Phone 753A30C
resume to P.O. Box 32-G, 5976.
SALESMAN WANTED. Draw Murray,Kentucky.September 9C
FIVE GOOD Jersey cows, two
against commission. Apply Bill's
Phone
Onyx
Mobile Homes, Highway 641 WAREHOUSE HELPER wanted registered.
A3OP
South, next to Holiday Inn in Someone with knowledge of Newsome 345-2552.
S4C electrical and plumbing wanted.
Murray.
Send resume to P.O. Box 32-G, TRAVEL TRAILER 13', 1966
MOTHERS NEEDED in this Murray,Kentucky.September 8C Model. Stove, ice box, self contained water supply. Good
area to demonstrate House of
conditio
n. Phone 489-2533.
S4P
through
Lloyd toys and gifts, now
-December, Earn $20.00 per
FOR SALE
EXCELLENT CHEROKEE
evening, part time. No delivery
or collecting. Limited number of WURLITZER ORGAN, $1200.00 fishing boat, motor and trailer,
. $425.00 or
openings. Call for your ap- Model 4075R. (built,
best offer. Will trade
in rhythum for
livestock. Phone 753-7575 or
pointment,7534291.
S4C section, three years old.
Also 753-0669.
S4C
three painted wagon wheels.
TRACTOR TRAILER driver Phone 753-3210
A3OP ENGLISH
BIKE, 26", three
wanted. Must be over 21. Apply in
speed, black, $40.00. Phone 753person to Mr. D'Angelo, Paschall SUMMER CLEAR
ANCE on all 0379 or 753-0625.
A30C
Truck Lines, 641 South. An equal Armstrong large truck tires.
opportunity employer.
ANC First line:
JOHN DEERE hay and corn
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14 elevator. Phone Myron
Culp 753WANT TO BUY
5596
A30C
900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
$9.10
The Ledger & Times. Please 1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95
MOBILE
HOME -1972
bring to the Ledger 8: Times, 103 1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 + $9.98 Townhouse, 12' x 65'. Two
Armstro
ngs
best highway tread bedrooms, two baths.
North 4th Street.
TFNC
Phone 753truck tire.
3846.
S4P
WANT ID BUY all electric 225 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
'900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
mobile home.Phone 753MOBILE HOME, 10' x 36', New
2377.
AMC 1000 x 20-12 ply ;66.68 + $9.00
Moon, air conditioned and
1000 x 72-12ply $70.22 + SAO
electric heat. Phone 753-5503 or
WANT TO BUY 1955-1960 le ton Armstrongs Best traction type 753-1407.
A30C
pickup truck body, with or truck tires.
without motor or transmission. 825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good
Phone 753-01389.
S1NC 900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
for interior decorating. 5,000
1003 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
square feet. Phone 753-5671 or
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
753.3430 nights.
A30C
WANT TO BUY attractive two or 825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
three bedroom home, in or near 900 x 20-10 pTy $59.92 + $8.51
GIRL'S COAT, dresses and
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
Murray. Price range $9,000.00
slacks, size 12-14. Boy's size 10-12,
615,000.00. Phone 753-3570 or 7 Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
shirts and pants. Good, clean
6602.
September 4C clothes,
A31N Ky.
priced low. 1305 South
16th Street or phone 753A30C
WANT TO BUY Hay: 100-150 AUTOMATIC SEWING machine, 3903.
bales of Timothy, Clover, or in three drawer maple desk
STOVE-white,
Alfalfa. Phone 753-7991 after .5:30 cabinet with matching 'spool AUTOMATIC
$7540- Phone 763-7683 after Frigidaire, eked*. Alle_rh
p.m
tte
A3ONC 010p.m.
A30C refrigerator. Phone 7531698.
-A30C
WANT TO BUY used mobile
home,all electric..12' x 50'to 12'x MOBILE HOME, 12'x50'
Shultz, BATHTUB AND wash
basin,
'70' in good condition. Phone 753- air conditioned.
In excellent used, but in
good condition,
7991 after 5:30p.m.
conditio
n.
Phone 753-7816. A28C $50.00.
A3ONC
Phone 753-4430.
ITC

•

Name
Address

VW
MECHANIC
WANTED

Triangle Inn

Thousands of people with spare time are earning extra
money as tax preparers in the growing field of <tricorns
tax service. And so can you. H & R Blocks experienced
instructors make it easy to learn tax preparation. Enrollment is open to men and women of all ages...
whether employed (in any field), retired, housewife or
student. Choice of days and class times. Certificate
awarded upon graduation. Job interviews available for
best students. Send for free information and class
schedules today. HURRY!
Cusses Start :
September 13, 1973

SERVICE MASTER

HELP WANTED

PAGE ELE

FO
USED CO
$25.00. Doub
box springs
5531.
SPECIAL
on Reming
then now
Special cash
s.
GRAIN AU
3. H.P. m
Good coral
4362.
FENDER
reverb and
at 314 South

!Our
I LA
11 We

BA

DAY
COOK

Learn Income Tax Preparation
from H&R Block

Call Collect for Free
Estimates

7534916

Carroll Volkswagen has an opening in their service
department for a reliable experienced mechanic. The
position offers a guaranteed weekly salary plus per
centage basis, paid holidays, vacation, sick leave, and
group insurance plan. Excellent working conditions
and most up-to-date machines and facilities available
(new VW computer I.
If you are interested in working with an organization
that sells and services the No. 1 selling economy car in
the U.S., call Bob Raker, service manager, between
7:36 and 5:00 for as appointment at 7534850 for an
interview. References required.

8•15

ADVERTISE;; HANNA Sign * child with his reading
Qualified reading tutor (MS
Company, 607 South 4th Street. *
* n Education reading
For
Phone 7534346.
*
further
information contact
October17C
* Cecile Applegate (Mrs.) 753- Lir
WILL DO trash and brush
hauling. Reasonable rates Phone
753-6130.
TFC

HELP WANTED

Another View

RAMBLER-1965, 6 cylinder, IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY TIMBER-LODGE of TennIticky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
automatic, good tires, $250.00. FISCAL COURT:
A30C IN THE MATTER OF Tennessee will do your stone
Phone 489-2435.
work, Large selections of stone.
PETITION
OF TREMON
TFC
DISCON- Phone 901-593-3534.
CAVITT
FOR
DODGE-1957 one ton truck.
TINUANCE OF A ROAD UN- R & R ASPHALT Paving Quality
Body and frame in excellent
DER KRS 178,070 NEAR work guaranteed. Business and
condition. Running gear needs
STELLA, KENTUCKY.
residential. Free estimates.
sane work. $250.00 firm. Phone
Phone day or night Mayfield 247NOTICE
753-8346.
A29C
The Fiscal Court of Calloway 7201.
TFC
County now has under conKARMAN GHIA-1973, Special sideration and petition of'Demon JERRY'S REFINISHING &
limited edition Air. four speed Cavitt to discontinue
and Custom Built Furniture, 6 miler
transmission. Mitchland radials, abandon a road running along his South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Sports steering and interior property, which road is described Jerry McCoy, owner (5021 492=7.
Phone 753-0756 after 6:00
.1•F
as follows, to wit:
ANC Beginning at the East edge of
the West Poor Farm Road and at SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING di
wes
nereboyf Tr:
puhl
corher
i,tis
tajoecL
n Electric Complete pump repair
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE-1966, theThlsieorth
convertible. Extra clean. One Cavitt's property; thence in an service. Let us check your old
owner, low mileage. Phone 436- easterly direction to the West pump for you before you buy a
2427.
A29C edge of the Forrest Coleman new one. 24 hour emergency
Road; thence North to the North service. Phone 753•
edge of said abandoned rood; 5643.
September 26C
CHEVROLET-1968, factory air, thence West and along the North
tinted glass, power steering, 327 edge of said abandoned road to
automatic vinyl roof, $100.00. the West Poor Farm Road; FOR ALL your addifions
remodeling, residential
Phone 753-3633.
A31C thence South to the point of
commercial. New or old.
beginning.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
FORD VAN-T,etteitom paint,
that
permissi
such
on
will
be
tires, rebuilt automatic tranBULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
smission, starter, paneling and grapted and proper orders enalso bank gravel, fill dirt and
stereo. $900.00. Serious offers tered if no objection to this
petition is filed with the County topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
only. Phone 753-4101.
A31C
Judge of Calloway County on or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
before 12th day of September,
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
EL CAMINO-1966, yellow with 1973.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
CALL
OWAY
COUN
TY
black interior, power and air.
Master 489-2504
TFC
FISCAL COURT
Phone 753-7785 after 4:00
Robert
By
Judge.1
Miller,
O.
TC
p.m.
A21SP

WOULD THE owner of the white
four door Chevrolet that took my
white female poodle on Ledbetter
Church Road please return and
no questions asked. Reward
offered. Phone 474-2780.
A28C

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

WANTED

Chemical Plant
Operators

La
Sou

IRISH S
months
Setters,
Also h
34" blade
take off
2437 betw
a.m.
SUMIME
5 H.P. ri
S Engine
riding
&SE
68, Ben
BARG
made lasts. 4
14" or 15
supreme
.14" or 15
78 Series
14" or
Polyeste
by 14"
_Poly
by 14"
70 seri
F-G-H
$20.81+
nylong g
$25.90 +
way 68,
PONTI
springs,
more ir
new.
PORT
black
outside
or
type r
one a
sewera
south
Phone 7
REFRI
size wi
only t
4254.
THRE
$139.95
1-001133

dinette
Red
Jrobes,
and
ca bine
and
price
gliders
cent
Carra
plianc
Phone
La"
$5.25e
$4.75
select
up. P
and w
and u
colors
and u
Marti
week.
2420.

TH
bedr
bed
t 8347

iT 28, 1973
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75C3ciiii6

posts, also
Phone 753A28C

five Unpractically
3-4710. A29C

fast with
lap "water
Store, 109
A29C

69.88. Roby
1, Benton,
OctoberIC

r, Briggs &
rward and
. Phone 753ptemberIOC

and drear,
appear with
it electric
; K, Belaire
SIC

filY fresh
for all make
/rugs. A29C

'ING stones
ish blocks. ,s
impany. 104
A29C

merry gal.
re rug and
lent electric
.Pik Market,
SIC

, low, low,
ly chopped
tires.
A3ONC

7adial

LEVISION,
white, with
rs3A30C

26" Also 3
hone 753-5447
A30C

airs; three
A30C
to.

ER, 12,000
Id, 115 volt.
Reasonable.
5:00
A30C

!se frost free
cubic foot
combination
it $519.00, sell
miture like
nidifier, good
90.00, sell for
vered inlaid
d table, very
veneer desk
Two walnut
'ishing poles;
es and shoe
le; old table;
c. Phone 753A30C
y cows, two
Onyx
ine
A3OP
R 13', 1966
self con/ply. Good
S4P
2533.

ox,

HEROKEE
and trailer,
:. Will trade
i 753-7575 or
S4C
26", three
Phone 753A30C
7 and corn
on Culp 753A30C
4 E- 1 9 7 2
65'. Two
. Phone 753S4P
x 36', New
ioned and
753-5503 or
A30C
imber, good
ding. 5,000
753-5671 or
A30C
'eases and
'S size 10-12,
lood, clean
1305 South
i3A30C
WE-white,
Also _white
l3A30C
'ash basin,
condition,
ITC

Sell it With A Classified

FOR SALE

••06•••

FOR REN1

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
2 Bedroom Brick on 11,4 acres.
3 miles from town, excellent
condition.

USED COLDSPOT refrigerator.
$25.00. Double bed mattress and
box springs. $35.00. Phone 753A28C
5531.

18 acres on Irvin Cobb Road.
Only $8500 and has buildings
being rented for $30 a month.

SPECIAL PRE-Season prices
on Remington chain saws. See
then now at Murray Supply.
Special cash discounts.
September 8C

Need 85 acres near Kirksey7
About 35 tillable acres or will
divide. Priced at $250 an acre.

GRAIN AUGER,4", 17' long with
H.P. motor. Used very little.
Good condition. Phone 435AMP
4362.

Good productive farm of 0
acres in Graves County, good
3 bedroom frame home.

,.......................„
! HURRY!!

Frame home and a new 2/'
40' clean-up or body shop k
Hazel. Priced at only MM.

° We -Have Many

(411()FFITT

ii-41-4r4r4cli"*"*"CA

lia:**.:40ririti"Wleli"41"A"Vitrielielilinr4ililile"4i"*-4r4rir4i"*"41"4"41-i

:

41;

1E-

753-3597
304 Main St., Murray

Left!!
GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP

Lad & Lassie

Formal Wear Headquarters

Southside Shopping
Center

OVER 600 IN STOCK

SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
5 H.P. riding mower,$206.95, B &
S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start
nding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
& S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
September 4C
68, Benton, Ky.

frame house at BY OWNER-two story brick
ENTIAL LOT,1314 Poplar TWO BEDROOM
THREE BEDROOM brick house, RESID
Shores in wooded area 'house with full size basement,
a
Kenian
753Phone
.
79'x299'
carpet throughout, central heat, Street,
A29C with lake view. Phone 436three large bedrooms, two baths,
A2I1P living room, dining room and
and air, garage. Five miles north 2306.
5831.
of Murray. Phone 763-5639. A28C
kitchen. Has garage apartment
BY OWNER; three bedroom
with two bedrooms, kitchen
at
516
OOM
house
e'OUR
300'.
BEDR
x
100'
lot
baths,
two
house,
house,
THREE BEDROOM brick
living
room, bath and utility
room,
family
11th.
Large
led.
South
remode
and
painted
two baths, central heat and air, Recently
753-2205 after 4:30
Phone
room.
c
central
heat,
two
electri
baths,
.00.
big lot, nice size outbuilding for Garage, storage, $12,750
in p.m.for appointment. September
house
and
storage
air,
large
9:00
n
betwee
5
753-005
Phone
t
office or shop. 1613 Belmon
September 4C 26C
A3OP back.
A31C a.m.-500 p.m.
Drive. Phone 753-8859.

REALTY CO.

BARGAINS

IRISH SETTER pups, four
months old and two adult Irish
Setters, female. Good bird dogs.
Also hydraulic chain saw with
34" blade operated from power
take off on tractor. Phone 4362437 between 7:00 p.m. and 8:00
am.AISNC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

$500.00.

!Our Sale Ends
I LABOR DAY

1

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

years service plus four licensed
Exclusive real estate dealings plus nineteen
best in Real Estate service.
Brokers plus convenient locations equals the
25 acres in south Graves with
d reasons and is always
good frame home. Priced at
▪ ROBERTS REALTY is known for the above mentione
$14,000.
h can be
to serve you. Listed below are some of the listings whic
ready
•
Good investment lot at
Lakeway Shores at only i*
shown to you at your convenience.

FENDER AMPLIFER, deluxe,
reverb and guitar. Must sell. See
at 314 South 15th Street. AMC

753-3456

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

No Waiting

TuxedoS Rental
aft
ig.er
by

THREE BEDROOM brick house
with panel kitchen-den; 14 ft. of
base cabinets in kitchen; utility
room with washer and dryer
hookups; lots of wall cabinets;
wall to wall carpeting; electric
heat with storm windows and
doors; attached carport and
concrete drive; Located 1 block
from University in Robertson
school district; available September 1, $27,500 cash. Shown by
appointment only, 753A28NC
7278.

18th St.
A nice, three bedroom, brick home located at 802 N.
stove, dish
The price of this house includes drapes, built-in
deep. Let us
washer, and clothes dryer. The lot is 225 feet
show you this me today.

t:
The house at 215 Woodlawn would be the ideal home for the
et
newly weds. This house has been completely redecorated.
in
storm doors and windows, air conditioner, gas logs
W
fireplace, and built-in range and oven. This house is priced
for a quick loge.

4.

Hamilton
Another home plus income is the house at 1630
carpeting
te
comple
and
baths
two
ms,
bedroo
There are three
walk-in §1;
upstairs. There are five rental rooms in the
R
the :I:
basement. The entire house has central heat and air and
1
:
4
price
selling
the
in
d
include
is
nt
baseme
furniture in the

illANOMEIN.08

THE
COLLEGE SHOP

DELUXE DUPLEX in Circarama. Near shopping centers.
Large attractively landscaped
lot. Each apartment has central
heat and air conditioning, excellent carpeting, two large
bedrooms, large living room, tile
bath, kitchen with lots of cabinets
and built-in oven and range. Also
a new 17 cu. ft. ice maker
of closet
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms, refrigerator, loads
10'x55', 1964 model, all electric space, and large utility room
and air conditioned. Three miles with lots of cabinets. Carport.
east of Murray. Phone 753-7856 or Store room and carport.
A31C Reasonably priced. Phone 753753-5998.
A28C
7531.

of land with 245 feet of 741;
On Kentucky Lake we have one acre
m cottage. The furbedroo
two
a
and
main lake water front
desirable ..44
niture is included with the price. This is a most
perfect.
ent
retirem
make
would
and
y
propert
of
piece
41;
t
A mobile home that is a home is the way to describe the :4E
double wide that we have at Panarama Shores. This mobile tig
home is located on a large, corner lot and is completely •
furnished.

the one that we
One of the aimat,older homesin the County is
approximately two miles from
BARGAIN TIRES - Armstrong
94,
y
Highwa
on
four
listed
have
ING,
BUILD
x 50'
hardwood
made - while present inventory 30'
Murray. This is a well-kept home,air conditioned,
overhead doors, gas heat and air
house is
This
s.
window
lasts. 1 ply nylon 775426-845 by
and
doors
storm
For a cheaper, good, liveable home, we have a two bedroom
and capeted floors,
ssor furnished. Located
14" or 15" $15.06+62.80. Custom compre
tment to see it today.
appoin
an
Make
at
1104 Mulberry. This is a good location and the house would
753sell.
to
Phone
priced
Street.
4th
404 North
supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
q uir
g e little upkeep with the exterior being aluminum
sriedin
S4C
3018.
real
a
have
we
sion
14" or 15" $16.51+$2.80. Custom
Just outside of town in Lynnwood Subdivi
s
and
storm doors
78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
neat, three bedroom brick. This house has
$1*.
Priced
.
carport
the
of
off
room
.
14" or 15" $17.70+$2.69
windows and a large storage
Alm°. This is
BY OWNER four bedroom, two
Priced at $9,750.00 is the large, country home at
Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
right at $25,000.00.
ences.
conveni
dishmodern
the
and
of
or
faculty
all
s
dryer
d
has
,
student
and
baths, washer
Available September 4-June 1. Marrie
located on a large lot
by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10
dining
room,
living
bury
ate.
Canter
large
,
immedi
is
1508
washer
at
ion
only.
located
Pmeess
is
extras
78
116
A new home with all the
_Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H
Ii
2 block from
1
baths. There is
room arid den. /
Drive. This is a three bedroom, brick with two
2 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
;;K:
is
by 14" or 15" $21.50+$3.10. Wide
There
listed.
acres
son
145
Robert
have
we
ed
area
from
equipp
block
Corner
ely
college, 1
In the Cherry
central heat and air conditioning and a complet
Let us show ik
70 series Polyester glass belted
1 bedroom furnished home, fireplace, all modern
Elementary School. Phone 753good crop land on the farm and some fencing.
also included in the price. Must be
are
drapes
The
kitchen
F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15"
A3ONC
d
carpete
home,
ed
this.
0148.
furnish
you
2 bedroom
seen to be appreciated_
$20.81+$306. Wide 60 series
Each home is
is the
nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
Homes located on Kentucky Lake private bay.
m, brick home
140 acres plus house with immediate possession This
deposit and
In Panorama Shores, we have a three bedroo
$25.90 + $366.. Roby Sales, High$125 a month-we furnish utilities. Security
ity This place has
commun
large
Shiloh
a
isthe
in
There
have
we
Lake.
that
ky
listing
Kentuc
of
Infurther
with a beautiful view
Atway 68, Benton,Ky. Septernber5C
references Call 436-5459 after 6:00 p.m. for
sher; carpeted
a good well and some tendable land.
fireplace in the family room: drapes dishwa
formation.
for
home
A
throughoutInd central heat and air conditioning.
PONTIAC GTO-1i811; set Of box
that leisure living.
hed
springs, good condition; Ken- ROOM, WITH private entrance. THREE
2acres, all
/
furnis
ROOM
Near Paradise Resort on Snipe Creek we have 311
and near
road
paved
more ironer; bathroom sink, like Walk to university. Phone 753- apartment, excellent conclitioa.
a
of
sides
brick
both
on
m,
is
bedroo
land
in timber. This
For that in:all-tains living, we have a two
new. Phone 436-2240. ,
queen
Also
•
tment.
air
1387.
school, has
Call for appoin
the lake.
hope in Hazel. This is located close to the
A2LIC size foam mattress, springs and
and includes blinds and drapes.
doors,
storm
oning,
,
conditi
ISION
TELEV
PORTABLE
2 acres on the Dr. Olt
/
r farm, see us about the 471
frame, good condition, $40.00
smalle
couple
Below
a
Far
g
For
Priced
retirin
the
for
setting
Select
The
and
black and white with stand
or 474-2260. A30C
Douglas Road. near Cherry Corner.
it
ACRE lot, located in Aurora, Phone 753-3001
Builder's Price
outside antenna. Phone 753-7442
new
your
in
ns
decisio
the
of
some
make
to
like
1
you
for
354-816
Phone
home.
mobile
Would
A31C
p
the
in
or 753-4994.
colors? If this
ROOM attractively
For residential building lots see us! we have lots
home such as carpeting, wall paper, and paint
after
September 21C THREE
sion
Subdivi
t
Camelo
air
_ 7:00 p.m.
00;
large
weeks
$4,000.
at
ent,
few
furnished apartm
Meadow Lane subdivision
three bedroom is purchased within the next
.
nropiiitit CAIIPER with hollse
at less than 93,000.90, Meadow Green Acres at $3,500.00,and
Conditioned rooms, wall to wall
yciars. This will be a beautiful home with
i&
car
ns
decisio
T,
,
TMEN
ul-.
APAR
Beautif
.
$175.00
HED
door,
URNIS
type rear
ge
air.
sewera
and
heat
water,
heat,
central
and
carpet;
others
lots of extras, including a fireplace
me acre lot with water and four rooms, carpeted and air furnished. Quiet and private.
2 41 Hurry on out and let us show this to you.
/
E FOUR bedroom, 21
large
sewerage hook ups. Two miles conditioned. Available Sep- Couple or graduate student. DELUX
If you are interested in a business we have two,
bath house, large kitchen, lots of
south of Lynn Grove, $2450.00. tember 1. Couples only. No pets. Phone 753-1299 after 5:00
priced
are
right;
both
and
listed
square
court
the
.
on
gs
0
_
buildin
cabinets, pantry and storage §
you the house at 1101
A31P Phone 753-3323 after 5:00
le
Phone 753-7592.
4E, Like some extra income? Let us show
A211C
a large commercial lot on South 12th street at Glenda
Separate family room with shag
ity and business area
A28C p.m.
Univers
the
to
close
p.m.
is
This
Street.
Main
ity and in Marion, Ken40
.
Univers
the
near
acres
31:2
Road;
apartFormal
garage
ce.
carpet and fn-epla
y. There is a
and
REFRIGERATOR - dormitory
45 and is excellent rental propert
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
tucky, we have a Motel, apartment house, restaurant,
room and ;
lot is 375
as two apartments in the house. The
size with wood grain door. Used TRAILER LOT, 134 acre, in New location, 607 South 4th Street. dining room, living
well
as
ment
lot.
large commercial
bedrooms, all
money!
only two semesters. Phone 767. Concord. Ready for hook up, *Three floors, basement, ground entry hall. Four big
deep. This is place is priced worth the
with walk in closets. Two car ▪ feet
A28C water included. Phone 4364254.
floor and upstairs two bedroom garage, outside storage room,
A29C
5353.
apartment. Phone 753-8346 or 753- patio, concrete drive, carpet,
:-n•
A31C
9885.
THREE PIECE bedroom suites,
central heat and air. Priced far
living
piece
Two
up.
washer
and
with
Phone
$139.95
MOBILE HOME,
below comparable house.
A30C
room suites, $149.95. Sand 7 piece and air conditioning. On Lake ONE BLOCK from University, 753-3903.
indinette suites, low as $59.95. front lot at Blood River Sub- apartment with four rooms
)1;
Recliners, $69.95. Metal war- division, about 12 miles from cluding full kitchen and full bath.
bath
2
/
11
m,
NEW THREE bedroo
drobes, 24" to 42". Utility, wall Murray. Phone 436-2427 after 8:00 Shown by appointment only 753AIINC house, kitchen with dining area,
A29C 7278,or 753-2649.
and base cabinets,also glass door p.m.
family room, garage, carpet,
cabinets. No frost refrigerator
:
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, patio, central heat and air. Phone
ky
Sale
Kentuc
on
Alt
MOBILE HOME
and 20" and 30" ranges.
A30C
kitchen, bathroom 753-3903.
room,
living
price on patio table set, also Lake. Air conditioned, washer, and shower and bath. One or two
gliders and metal chairs. 100 per two bedrooms. Phone 436rman ApartSIC bedrooms. Zimme
cent nylon carpet, Hi-D back. 2427.
LARGE SHADY lot, located
South 16th Street, 753ments
Carraway Furniture & ApS4C corner of Lynn Grove Highway
6609.
pliance, 105 North 3rd Street. SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
and Johnny Robertson Road..
A28C furnished, private entrance, air
Phone 753-1502.
D TWO bedroom Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
NISHE
UNFUR
conditioned, refrigerator
A30C
.)t;
house, newly redecorated, nights.
" BATHROOM
wall board, Zimmerman Apartments. South carpeted throughout. Air conSIC
9.
2"C-D 4'xt" plywood, 16th. Phone 753-660
1
$5.25 each./
ditioned and gas heat. Water and
7*
:
DUPLEX: STOP Rent, and !
$4.75 each. Twenty different
sewerage paid. Phone 753-3143 collect rent as you live in one of
ed,
carpet
MENT,
APART
NICE
selections of paneling from $3.65
A30C
after 5:00p.m.
these new, modern, brick
up. Plexiglass for storm doors all electric. $60.00 per month.
A29C
duplexes. Both have central heat
and windows,50 cents square foot Phone 753-6044.
SALE
FOR
E
ESTAT
and air conditioning, carpet,
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
REAL
- plenty of built-Ms and spacious.
colors, from 5 cents square foot
fur2,
and up. Roes & Tuck Salvage, TWO BEDROOM duplex,
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200' Number 1, $26,500.00.. Number
744:.
Also two
tment
shed.
for
appoin
unfurni
Lots
or
For
view.
more.
nished
slightly
lake
restricted
Martin, Term. Open 6 days a
$65.00
or
10'x42',
9
month.
753-544
one
homes,
n
per
mobile
phone Ricky Rickma
week.Phone901-587$25.00 down and $25.00
S4C
month, one 8'142', 00.00 per ,
200' mobile home lots 763-6244 after COO p.m.
11
;
A28C for 610.00 down and 10.00 per
nth.Ehone 4892595.
-lake
month. Central, water
on
Drive LARGE THREE room cottage
NE ,BLOCK from University, access, all weather streets.
Tennessee side of Cypress Creek
New
from
in444
rooms
on
Northeast
apartMent with four
Bath.
THREE BEDROOM boUse; one
Keniana Walking distance of lake
.::#:.
4
•#::7
0.4*::4:•
.
.
C
4.
.4:::*.:C
cluding full kitchen and full bath. Concord and follow
land100'
x
- :::17:::,:::*::1007
:7$
200'
7::::74::: .
heat.
c
electri
bedroom apartment and two
747.7a7•6747.1.7474.747:47:74::::::::717::::::::72
077.7•v7.74ori:orr-d:orra".•*747.r7ir.•eir
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W. R. Gream Administration-1316M
Dies Today Industries' Fuel Switch
At Age 91

TUESDAY-AUGUST 28, 1973

Adhesives-Linked To
Chromosome Damages

Nixon ...
(C.estiased from Page 1)

Deputy Press Secretary Gerald
WASHINGTON (AP) - The the new regulations "reason- L. Warren.
over children who have been
By G. DAVID WALLACE
Rebozo's part in the transacNixon administration has acted able as well as necessary,"
exposed. But it recommended
Associated Press Writer
tion previously had not been
to block coal-burning industries
Energy officials have comWASHINGTON (API- precautions for adults of childpublic knowledge because all
from
switchi
ng
to
plained
scarce
Chromosome analysis has been bearing age, particularly when
recent
that
the
trend
petroWilliam R. Gratin, 91 year
deeds
and
mortages were held
recommended by the Consumer both parents have been exold resident of Dexter, suc- leurn fuels needed for home among power plants to substi- by the Title Insuran
ce & Trust
tute oil for coal was worsening
Product Safety Commission for
cumbed this morning at 2:30 at heating.
Co. and were not filed for pubPower plants and other coal- the fuel crisis.
expectant parents who have
The adhesives banned last
the home of one of his
lic
inspecti
on
used spray adhesives of the week were Krylon Spray AdheLove said the new regulations
daughters, Mrs. Clinton Ed- burners would have to continue
The detailed documents and
using coal for at least a year were required because "there
type banned by the agency last sive made by Borden Co. of Cowards of Dexter.
reports from the New York acunder
tentativ
regulati
e
week.
lumbus, Ohio, and Adhesive 77,
ons
aninsuffic
may
be
ient
supplies
of counting firm of Coopers
The deceased was a retired
& I.yThe commission also recom- Foil Art Spray Adhesive and
car foreman for the 111Mois- nounced Monday by White petroleum products, especially brand
show that President and
mends that those planning a Scotch Brand Spra-Ment made
Central Railroad. His wife, House energy chief John Love. home heating oils, to meet es- Mrs.
Nixon sold all but 54
Before the regulations are sential needs in certain parts of
child consider delaying plans by The 3-M Co. of St Paul,
Alice, died in December of W72,
acres
of
their
22.9
-acre Pacific
until a doctor is consulted.
Minn
and he was a member of the made final, a public hearing the country and to insure an oceanfr
ont property 21a years
The recommendations came
Westside Baptist Church, will be held Sept. 6-7 at the In- adequate supply to the inde- ago to the B.
& C. Investment
Monday from a panel of spependent distributors and mar- Co. of
Centralia, Ill, Born June n, terior Department, Love said.
Los Angeles, owned
He
said
action,
cialists convened by the cornthe
the
first
keters."
1882, in Calloway County, he
jointly
by Abplanalp and Remission to track down the subwas the son of the late Mr. and significant use of President
bozo, for $1,249,000.
Nixon's authority to impose
stance linked to two birth deMrs. John Wesley Gream.
But the White House said Abformities in Oklahoma City and
Survivors are two daughters, mandatory allocation of fuels,
planalp "in the last month or
chromosome damage in the
was
an
effort
to ease a serious
Mrs. Edwards of Dexter and
ICeatinaed him Page 1)
so" acquired Ftebozo's interest
parents and four other adults.
Mrs. Lester Kolb of Cahokia, home heating fuel shortage exthere. He was addled. After in the company.
The commission banned four
HI.; one son, Rev. Hayden pected this winter.
Until last May, when quessprays last week, and a spokesExempted from the proposed about fifteen minutes we tried
Gream of Centralia, Ill.;
to pick him up and he hopped a tions were raised over the
man said a ban on nine other
seventeen grandchildren; rules would be coal-burning infew times. We finally got him source of Nixon's financing, the
brands is expected soon.
thirty-seven great grand- dustries required to switch
He estimated the number of
children; one great great fuels to meet public health re- and took him out in the yard to status of the San Clemente
spray cans circulating in hobby
quirements of federal air quali- the shade. We figured he must property was obscured.
grandchild.
DETROIT ( AP) - Chrysler
have jumped from the Twin Red
It had been placed in a trust
and art supply stores at "milFuneral services will be held ty standards.
Corp.
executives plan to
Oak
in
front
to
the
root
adminis
lions."
and
tered
as
by
the
P.N.
Title
Ganunel
Insurgard, senior
Thursday at one p.m. at the
The sprays are used for seal- present their contract proposals
chapel of the Lam Funeral vice president for public and the roof got hotter, he made the ance & Trust Co. of Los AngeBy
JOHN SENOR
gle food ( jungle peanut butter
ing packages or attaching today to the United Auto WorkHonienton, with Rev. Glen environmental•- attain,- called- leap. Had he landed in the les, whose name appeared in
Copley News Service
and crackers, jungle apples
ers.
grass,
iiouleh
he
the
public
pieces to graphic designs.
ave
been
files
flhe
as
the
owner
of
Cope officiating.
and candy bars) and thought
Details of the offer were a
but he picked the patio. We record.
Among parents exposed., to
Here's bright news for a
Interment will be in the Almo
Tarzan thoughts. "Tarzan eat
tightly guarded secret.
checked on tam later and he
Neither
the
sprays
Abplana
-there
certainl
is
lp
y
or
a
Respring
Cemetery
day.
I
ran
now,
into Tarzan
then rest. Gather
with
the
One Chrysler spokesman said
seemed to be ok so maybe he'll bozo's name had surfaced until again yesterday. He
arrangements by the Linn
strength, read comic books, good chance of having a noris alive
Monday, "A copy hasn't even
make
it.
He
allegati
sounded
ons
though
of
as
the
use of cam- and well and living in a pep(Ceatinned trim Page 1)
then rescue dumb girl held by mal, healthy baby," said the
Funeral Home of Benton where
commission's panel of special- left the building where it was
headhunters."
friends may call after six p.m. juries, hospital spokesman said. someone had thrown a mud pie paign fund money had been per tree in my neighborhood.
ists.
when
"We already know that in written." And UAW President
raised.
he
made
his
jump.
hadn't
I
seen
him
for
at
today (Tuesday).
Less seriously hurt and hospiThe headhunters' camp was many circumstances
A White House statement in least five years, and the last
of this Leonard Woodcock said he had
talized at Union City were:
just
the other side of the type a normal, healthy
Tree frogs have fingers with May described Abplanalp as time we met he was a redbaby no details on what the company
Paul Slater Jr., 9; his sister, little
chicken house.
has resulted."
cups on the end to the buyer in the sale of roost of head. Yesterday he had
may propose.
It's good to know that TarDeborah Slater, 10; Maria PolUnion leaders said an offer 18
The panel said there appears
facilitate tree climbing.
the Nixon property in 1970. And brown hair. He's younger
zan still lives. In books, on to
lard, 10; and Donna Thompson,
be no need for concern yet days before UAW contracts exRebozo's name surfaced as a now, too. About 5 years old.
televisi
and
on,
pepper
in the
9, all of Union City.
(Centiasied from Page 1)
He looked down at me from
pire Sept. 14 at Chrysler, Ford
Seaman Jacobs says "Why is partner in this latest financial
"tree up the street.
The Thompson girlIs older
ish holiday weekend could be
his peppery perch and said:
and General Motors would be
everybody complaining about disclosure.
boy's
It's
game
a
and
besister
was
particip
ating with VI the postal service.
letter bombs from suspected
m Tarzan.
the earliest in history. OrdinarI still get my
The financial details of Nixiongs_ in a boy's world, and
other contestants in the fair
Irish extremists.
I said: "Good heavens,
ily, contract offers have been
Saturday Evening Post every on's San Clemente dealings
- TaiL
that's
the
way
shoula
it
be.
AUGUST f5, 1973
man, where have you been
"This is a desperate situ- beauty pageant when she was Friday".
made seven to 10 days- before
But sometimes - some- ADULTS.117
have come out since the Or- keeping
ation," Chief Supt. Roy Haber- informed that tier sister was
yourself? I haven't
the old pacts expire.
times
temptat
great
it
a
is
ion
ange
County
Registe
r
NURSE
at
Santa
RY
..5
shon of Scotland Yard's bomb among those involved in the
On the eve of the offer, WoodErma Bomback:" "You can Ana, Calif., published a story seen you in years. How's
No, I'd get arrested if
to
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Cheetah and the jungle hero
squad declared. -This thing is mishap. She ran off stage in always tell someone who's
cock
and UAW Vice President
caught
they
ever
me
a
in
tree
on
three months ago alleging that business? The reason I'm
Mrs. Florence Lee Futrell
tears.
not over yet, we are sure."
inDoug Fraser complained about
dressed like that.
the Stillman water diet. The Senate investigators believed
and
Baby
Boy,
Route
Fair officials said they at1, Cadiz, the lack of detailed discussi
terested in these things is that
Security precautions were
first thing they say is "How the San Clemente property had
ons
Mrs. Sherry Lee Mustain and
it just happens that I used to
strengthened today in three tempted to maintain calm and many bathrooms do you have been purchas
on some "essential" union deed
with
left-ove
Baby
r
Girl,
104
Green
events
be
Tarzan
Acres
were
Dr.,
myself.
continu
"
ed
despite and where are
danger areas:
mands. They mentioned specifthey located?" 1968 campaign funds.
Mayfield.
That is true. There haven't
-London, where three days the accident.
ically voluntary overtime and
The
White
House
denied
been a dozen or so Tarzans as
the
DISMISSALS
The Obion County Fair runs
of mail was being delivered
improved health and safety
Groucho Marx once asked a story, and no Senate source
the film magazines report.
Mrs. Mary Louise Marshall,
after the long end-of-summer for one week each year and at- producer for a s/ary of $2,000 a ever confirm
conditions in the plants.
ed
it.
There
306
have
been
Woodla
thousan
wn,
Murray
ds
of
,
Mn.
tracts a total of about 90,000 week.
holiday weekend.
Subcommittees
discussing
The producer offered him
la-May
,
them
the
White
all
House
over
the
Ruby
country
isNell Swanner, Route 1,
for
-Belfast, the capital of persons annually. In statewide $25. Grouch° shrugged: "I took sued a financial stateme
wages,
pensions and grievence
years
and
years.
nt
Big
Sandy,
that
Tenn.,
Mrs.
Mary
contests
for
the
past
three the job,It was a helhiva cut,
Northern 'rehire* where Prime
Several members of the Stites Ryan, 1715 Wiswell Rd., procedures met Monday while
but said Abplanalp originally
Recipe for making a TarMinister Edward Heath was be- years, it has been judged as I was in no mood to quibble." loaned the Nixons
Murra
zan:
y-Calloway County Murray, Melbin Humphreys UAW leaders waited for the
Mix
one
tree
with
one
$825,000
to
Tennessee's top county fair
ginning a two-day visit.
Shrine Club ami their families Morton, Route 1, Hazel, Cleo company's offer.
purchase their San Qemente' small boy .
-British diplomatic missions
William O'Brien, Chrysler
A London anthropologist
Bugs Baer in defense of ProPertY.
attended the Southeastern Duke Wilder, 410 South 18th,
overseas. A mail bomb Monday
bigamy:"11 you can live with
It said that, hi late 1970, he says the Tarzan game is just a
Shrine Clown Association Murray, Mrs. Rona Jean vice president for personnel,
blew off a hand of a woman
one woman, you can live with bought 77 per cent of the prop- dodge. The boy and tree came
hosted by Kosair Funaters held Malvin, 1816 Main, Murray, said last week the offer would
employee at the British Emin Louisville, August 15-18.
erty, leaving the Nixon's 5J together became of a primi(Centhsaed from Page 1)
Elbte Jones, Route I, Hardin, stick close to federal guidelines
basy in Washington.
tive instinct.
calling for a 6.2 per cent limit
Attendi
acres-i
ng
from
ncludin
Murray
g
beachfr
were
ont,
Mrs.
s
cago
Walter James Karnes,
Tribune
has
reduced its
Although there have been few
He said "About 20 million
on boosts in wages and fringe
Mr.
and
small
Mrs.
private
Jack
Persall,
golf
course
Mr.
and
Route
1, Murray, Miss Dena
years ago, in the Miocene peserious injuries, the series of press run-the number of
and Mrs. Norman Klapp, Mr. Gay McClard, Rotate 8 Box 80, benefits.
the Spanish-style mansion they
riod,
more than 30 letter bombe and copies printed-and tightened
a
major
upheava
l
deand Mrs. John L Williams, Mr. Murray, Mrs. Anita Gail
plan to make their permanent
Chrysler, which employs 127,stroyed so many of the forests
incendiary devices since Aug. waste controls.
and Mrs. Ralph Morris, David Wisehart and Baby Girl, Route 000 union members, is the UAW
residence.
In St. Petersburg, Fla., pubthat man was forced to come
18 is the longest wave of terror
Cooper, and Carl Stout.
The latest accounting also down
(Ceetiatied from Page 1)
1, Farmington, Mrs. Pam Joye target in bargaining for new
from the trees and begin
in England blamed on the IRA. lishers of the l'imes and the
covers Nixon properties at Key
Members from Benton and King and Baby Girl, Route 4 contracts with the nation's
Evening
Indepen
dent
said
the
walking
on two legs instead of
estimated the final total at 1.2 Biscayne. Fhi.,
Most of the bombs failed to
Gilbertsville attending were Woodlan Acres, Paris, Term., three largest autornakers. The
and is con- all fours.
go off, were defused or did newspapers were cutting back million.
sistent
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norwine, Billy Mark Brashear, 203 White UAW hopes any agreement it
in
detail
with
the
May
their
space
for
news
But
by
35
man
per
has
always
found
little damage. The most seMrs. Stovall says that since figures, except for
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Dunn, Hall Box 750, Murray, Clarence reaches at Chrysler will beNixon's per- security in the trees. The forcent
and
advertis
ing
space
was
riously injured were a secreAugust 1 the total has risen to sonal expendi
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Hewstone, Isaac Horton, 915 Coldwater, come the pattern for contracts
tures on his prop- est is his birthplace."
tary at the London Stock Ex- being trimmed by 25 per cent. approximately 800,000 with re- erties.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Ford, Mr. Murray, Eural Chrisman, with GM arid Ford.
Ihe Jackson County Floridian registration continui
Today's boys reverse the
change-who suffered facial,
ng at about
Warren said the "fuller auand Mrs. Edsel Beale, Mr. and Route 1, Buchanan, Tenn., One
has
announc
process.
ed
that
soon
As
it
will
as
susthey
quit
U the current contract exarm and leg injuries Fridaythe same pace as in July, when dit" showed
Mrs. Joe Dean Watkins, Mr. Linden Nance, 1103 Vine, pires
$217,210 was spent
walking on all fours, they
before a new pact is
and a worker in the beak of pend publication of Monday 179,424 re-registrations were for improve
Mary McDowell of Fulton. Also Murray, Mrs. Leyte Pearl signed.
ments, furnishings
head for the nearest tree.
Chrysler faces the prosEngland who lost a hand Rehr- afternoon editions after Sept. 1 recorded.
and
other
present
were
costs
Mr. and Mrs. Phelps, 410 South 8th, Murray, pect of a
at San CieThey stand high in the tree,
day. Both opened letter bombs. because of the newsprint shortUAW strike while
mente,
compar
ed
with the may
Wayne Hughes of Owensboro Mrs. Roma Lee Dodson,
Although counties in the state
pound on their chests, and
811 work continues on the assembly
The earlier bombings in Eng- age.
figure
and
reporte
of
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Richard
d
1,454,57
voters
.
Price
5
It
the
on
of
Barlow.
The
Bellefon
Coldwat
taine Examiner
showeit_a___ICA..._ ""AAAAYYAAAaa
er, Murray.
lines of its competitors.
land blamed on the IRA were
On Friday evening the group
rolls as of last year's primary total of S76,000 spent for
The dreaded cry of lirse‘t„
one-day attacks: srbonsis at the in Ohio did mot publish last Satproveme
a attended the • ,"Kentiehky
nts at Key Biscayne.
date, it is not expected that
of the Apes.
Aldershot army base near Lon- urday, missing its first issue in figure
Hospitality" dente held in the
will be reached: MeV- These are NilLOWS personal-t I caught a Tartan movie on
don that killed seven persons 82 years. Publisher T. E. Hubcounties have not had a com- expenditures, compared with
television the other day tine -Rathskeller-Seelbach Hotel
last year and bombs in London bard said the paper later obthere.
plete purging of voter rolls for almost $10 million the General • of the new Tamhs
' laimw
at the Old Bailey criminal tained an interim stock of
At two p.m. on Saturday a
some time and the re- Accounting Office said was
like a college professor
newsprint.
.courtand.the ministry of agriparade with Shriners from eight
process
is paid by the federal goverrunent
Arizona'a two largest news- registration
Not so when I was swinging
culture on March 8 that killed
_construction,repairs. securdates taking part and lasting
autothatItally performing this
through the trees. The Tarzan
one man and injured 300 papers, The Arizona Republic
By Virgin* Knauer
ity installations and commufee over three hours was held.
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and
those
The
of
Phoenix
dais
wailif.
Gazette
Johnny
,
have
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Mention
s
Murray
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Californ
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dropped
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ller,
and
their
who
s of
first editions betalked
In the past, the IRA has genMrs. Stovall made special
and Director
Mynah Temple Clown Unit,
-----4- without tenses and adjectives.
reference to two counties, Florida compounds.
erally been quick in claim re- cause of the shortage.
<Wee of Censamer Affairs
parading were Jack Persall,
In Wisconsin, the Wausau Jefferson and Wolfe. In Jefsponsibility for attacks in both
"Tartan go now. You lead,
Details of the financing of his
Wyane Hughes, Joe Dean
Today,I want to talk about saving lives-saving
Ireland and England. But this Record-Herald eliminated its ferson county, the computer two houses in Bay Lane, Key Cheetah. Find Boy."
Watkins, Bruce Wilson, and
lives through preventive medical care.
When I was Tarzan, I built
time the guerrilla command editorial page and most comics reported only 10079 registrants Biscayne, purchased in DecemRichard Price.
has remained silent, raising Saturday, saying they may as of July 31 where 137,711 were ber 1968 for a total of $152,800, my tree house high in a pieSome 23 million Amvicans stiffer from high
The Grand Ball was held
speculation that the attacks are have to be cut out on some fu- registered May 23, 1973. The had been made public pre- cherry tree in the dark junblood
pressure (HBP). Far worse, more than half of
Saturday evening at the Blue
gles of rural Eugene, Ore. I
secretary of state said that viously.
the work of a radical group ture days.
them
do
not even know it because they do not go to
Grass Convention Center. Mr.
Other newspapers said they Jefferson's figure will now
wore a brown loincloth and
that has broken away from the
Among the loans Nixon made
their doctors for regular checkups.
and
Mrs.
had
Norman
not
encount
paring
Klapp
had
a
ered
knife
had
much
as
strappe
diffid to
exceed 80,000 in the computer to buy those properties was a
IRA.
These are persons whose illness can be control
their dinner guests on Saturday
Police fear that the campaign culty because they had stocked and the clerk there has reported $65,000 unsecured bank loan ob- one leg.
led
evening their son, Gene Fairthey
receive proper treatment in time. Without
will spread to other English extra newsprint and were rely- over 206,000 re-registered.
tained in December 1968 from
sat
I
the
in
tree
and
ate jun- child and Mrs. Fairchild of
ing on more than one supplier.
treatment, they Oak suffering heart at
cities.
Mrs. Stovall said on a recent the First National Bank of
strokes
Greenwood, Ind., and they also
and kidney disease.
visit to Wolfe County she saw a Miami
'
attended the Grand Ball. They
Nixon still owes $161,000 on
munber of registration cards
were guests at Ben Bow Inn.
being checked before sub- tits Key Biscayne properties.
Finding these HOP vicWilliam E. Moffett, member
The audit also listed $169,000
ally it is a special diet or
mission to the State Board of
tims is the goal of a nationof the Murray Shrine Club and
sate medicine. Sometimes, a
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expenditures for mainteElections office. In addition to
wide
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n-th
e
National
also assistant Rabban of Rizpah
doctor may prescribe both
Jefferson and Wolfe, 26 counties nance and operation of the CaliHigh Blood Pressure EducaTemple, Madisonville, and his tion
medicine and 's diet
show less than 50 per cent re- fornia and Florida properties.
Program. Various agenwife, Ruth, also attened the
Articles in this newspacies of the Federal Governregistration completed.
per and radio announcements
ment-along with private
Funeral services for Ervin event and were guests at the
The day we have come to call for women.
Only two counties report
will let you know if the HOP
health and medical organizaWitherspoon of Coldwater are Gault House.
Labor Day is usually spent
program-is being planned for
In the U.S.S.R., May Day is a more voters now than as of May
tions and industry groups-being held today at two p.m. at
relaxing, rather than laboring. national holiday and Com- II, 1973. Bullitt and Mason
your community. You might
initiated this HOP project.
the chapel of the Max Churchill
want to call your local health Though Labor Day in one munist leaders celebrate it by county figures are above the AUGUST
Local otgsnizations in many
21, 1973
Funeral Home with Rev. Glen
office to find out about the
form or another is celebrated in making speeches and holding previous records.
communities are to provide
ADULTS..189
program. Since it is such a
Puckett officiating.
Less than 1,000 more NU1RSE
the system for-checking resimany industrial nations military parades. In areas of
HY ..7
simple and painless proceServaut as pallbearers are
dents' blood pressure.
throughout the world, it is not Australia, May 1 is actually registrations are needed to
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
dure, I'm sure you will want
Charles Titpton, Darrell Federal
always celebrated on the first called the "Eight Hour Day." bring seven counties up to the
State Market News bloodIn some communities,
to take advantage of it.
Mrs. Velie Elmo Jones and Sheridan, Robert Byrd, Nolan Service
pressur
e
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figure.
Monday in September, as it is in
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At about the same time the
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Tyler, Delbert Snow, and Riley Kentucky Purchas
the United States.
planned where you live, you
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e Area Hog
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the first day of spring to Montgomery, and Nicholas.
to
Harold Gene Landoll, 1318
Burial will be in the Bazzell Buying Stations.
local doctor or clinic for a
In Europe May 1, commonly workers, the Central Labor
neighborhoods, where resiWells Blvd., Murray, Mrs. Cemetery
checkup. Those old ideas
with
called May Day, is set aside to Union of New York City was
the Receipts: Act. 722, Est. 450 dents may go to the mobile
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